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Abstract
Gallium Arsenide Based Metal-Semiconductor-Metal Devices and Detectors
Eric Michael Gallo
Advisor: Jonathan Spanier, Ph.D.
Each year the creation and refinement of new material growth techniques give rise
to novel material systems for electronic device exploration. A metal-semiconductor-
metal (MSM) device is the simplest electronic device possible, consisting of two metal
contacts on a semiconducting channel. Despite their simplicity, these devices can op-
erate as high performance detectors as well as enable rapid characterization of novel
electronic materials. This thesis will discuss the fabrication and characterization
of MSM devices on a two-dimensional electron hole gas (2DEHG) and GaAs-based
nanowires. 2DEHG structures consist of two spatial separated quantum wells of oppo-
site charge. These devices exhibit a high-speed photo-response, a two plateau varactor
response and give rise to several unexplained photoluminescence peaks. GaAs-based
nanowire MSMs offer the opportunity to fabricate many of the well known bulk III-V
semiconductor devices on the nanoscale. Accomplishing this requires quality ohmic
contacts. Several fabrication methods to create ohmic contacts on GaAs nanowires
are described, as well as characterization of the light response of these devices and
results demonstrating ambipolar transport in a wide bandgap material. The devices
offer promise as high speed on-chip interconnects for digital circuits.

11. Gallium Arsenide Based Electron Devices
The advent of nanotechnology has created many new and exciting avenues to
design and fabricate semiconducting based devices that offer the opportunity to not
only improve upon those fabricated in bulk materials but to enable new functionalities
and technologies not accessible in planar and bulk materials. In this context several
routes present themselves as paths to exploring and seeking out these new possible
devices.
A large research effort has been put towards the investigation of new and non-
traditional material systems. The most significant of these platforms being carbon
nanotubes and graphene. These systems have shown promise in a wide range of device
applications and have also served as a nano-scale test bed for many new and exciting
physics not possible in bulk systems [1; 2; 3; 4; 5].
Significant energy has also gone into other novel materials such as polymers and
oxides [6; 7; 8; 9]. New fabrication and measurement techniques have opened up
applications for these materials that were traditionally reserved for silicon and other
’standard’ semiconductors [10; 11; 12]. These materials have also opened up function-
alities that have typically not been available to semiconductor devices [13; 14; 15].
1.1 GaAs-Based Nanostructures
Precise growth techniques have also allowed the possibility of nano-structured
devices in semiconductors [16]. In fact some of the earliest and most accessible
nano-scaled devices could be found at the interfaces between different semiconductors
grown with atomic precision [17]. The formation of quantum wells, where charge car-
riers are confined within the material to regions on the nanometer scale, allowed not
2only the exploration of interesting physics such as quantum hall effect, but also the
creation of devices with superior performance over existing technologies [18]. High
electron mobility transistors, fabricated using semiconducting heterostructures con-
taining quantum wells, continue to be hold the benchmark for high speed transistor
operation [19; 20; 21]. The same devices, with the advent of nanoscale electrode
fabrication, have also shown to be excellent detectors of a wide array of stimuli
[22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33]. These devices have most recently
been shown as potential detectors of terahertz radiation, a difficult to access but very
useful portion of the electro-magnetic spectrum. The small energy of terahertz pho-
tons (less than thermal energy at room temperature) makes them difficult to detect
using absorption, as is done with higher energy infrared radiation, while the high
speed makes antenna based detection inaccessible as well. The large concentration
and confinement of the carriers at the interface allows this radiation to be detected
using the properties of the plasmon that is created within it [28].
These new functionalities encourage the exploration and characterization of new
systems at the nanoscale. Using traditional semiconductors such as Si, Ge and GaAs
allows the designer to pull from an existing toolbox of well established fabrication
techniques that can now be applied to these nanoscale systems. Initially this allows
traditional devices such as diodes and transistors to be simply shrunk in size, to make
improvements by reducing carrier transit times and power consumption. However,
novel structures also allow these same materials to be fabricated in such a way that
new functionalities can be discovered and further improvements can be made that
may not be accessible in bulk devices.
The work discussed here will be on fabricating and characterizing devices on two
new GaAs material systems. The initial motivation behind the design was the im-
provement of existing GaAs based photodetectors. GaAs is chosen due to its band
3gap that falls in the range for fiber optic communication, as well as its bulk electrical
properties such as high electron mobility. With these benefits however come several
known tradeoffs. GaAs is often plagued by surface states and Fermi level pinning, a
trait that poses a considerable problem for operation of nano-scale devices. As the
surface to volume ratio is increased, surface effects can be amplified and even become
dominant in devices. The high electron mobility also comes with an order of magni-
tude smaller hole mobility. For optical detection, which necessarily involves electrons
and holes due to the formation of electron-hole pairs, this small hole mobility can
present the limiting factor in the time response of these devices.
1.2 Quantum well based material system
The first material system presented is an attempt to deal with the problem of
low hole mobility by creating a detector incorporating both an electron and hole
quantum well to improve the mobility and collection of holes generated by incident
radiation. In this design, along with improving upon single well detectors, several
other interesting qualities were uncovered including a capacitance voltage relationship
not seen in existing devices and photoluminescence peaks that suggest a complex
internal potential landscape. The structure also promises improved diffusion due
to charge separation created by the large electric field between the wells and high
mobility channels for both carriers. These properties are uncovered in a sequence of
measurements on two terminal Schottky contacted devices.
1.3 Nanowire based material system
The second material system is GaAs-based nanowires. These devices, as has been
shown in a wide variety of other nanowire devices, offer possibilities for improve-
ment not only to optical detection but to other devices as well. GaAs-based optical
4detectors are strong candidates for a much sought after device, on-chip optical in-
terconnects. They also present the possibility for use as chemical/particle detectors,
ambipolar transistors and possibly high speed optical detectors.
To initially investigate the properties of these devices, a metal-semiconductor-
metal configuration is used. This device design presents a simple but useful platform
to explore issues related to fabrication optimization and to initial characterization of
the material. The devices are often used as the first step in fabricating complex, high
performance devices using new material systems. The configuration also has many
uses in a final form, particularly for light detection where metal-semiconductor-metal
based detectors are often used commercially for high performance devices and ease
of fabrication and integration. For that reason, they were the basis for all devices
fabricated for this work.
1.4 Objective and Scope of the Dissertation
This dissertation will discuss metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) structures on
GaAs-based material systems in the planar geometry and nanowire geometry. The
goal is to demonstrate the possible functionality of each system for use as an MSM
detection device, primarily as optical detectors. Chapter 2 will introduce the basics of
MSM operation. Chapters 3 will detail measurements on a dual quantum well struc-
ture, with an electron and hole well separated by 110nm. This structure presents
several interesting behaviors and the possibility to serve as the basis for a high-speed
photodetector as well as several other potential devices. Results from the DC and AC
electrical characterization will be presented, comparing the material to other systems
and examining the effects of a built in Bragg reflector on the devices. Results from
high speed optical testing will be presented, including a comparison to previous re-
ported results from similar structures. Photoluminescence measurements will also be
5discussed, revealing many interesting features not seen in other heterostructure sys-
tems. The photoluminescence results serve to further characterize the material system
and reveal additional interesting behaviors arising from the presence of the dual well
structure. Chapters 4 will discuss GaAs nanowire based devices. The discussion here
will center on fabrication and characterization of different device designs. The first
fabricated ohmic contacts to undoped wires will be reported, as well as contacts to
core-shell wire configurations. The surface effects of the devices will be investigated
including the effects of sulfur passivation. Photoresponse will also be detailed with the
core-shell devices exhibiting strong promise as photodetectors. Observed ambipolar
transport within the wires when gated with high κ dielectric will also be detailed.
62. Metal-Semiconductor-Metal Devices
2.1 Metal-Semiconductor-Metal Structure
New semiconducting materials and structures are emerging each year with new
growth techniques and discoveries concerning the properties of interfaces of particular
materials. In order to characterize these new materials for use in practical electronics
they must be fabricated into operational devices that allow for the evaluation of their
functionality and electrical properties. The simplest form of a semiconducting device
is a metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) structure. The device consists of two contacts
on a semiconducting channel that allow a variety of electrical and optical character-
izations to be carried out. This device configuration allows for quick and, possibly,
simple characterization of bulk and nanostructured semiconducting materials and is
an often-used design for detectors of electromagnetic radiation at various frequencies.
An MSM is a simple device consisting of two metal contacts on a piece of semi-
conducting material, typically with two back-to-back Schottky contacts. In this work
however, we will use a more literal definition and include all contact types such as
ohmic, blocking (Schottky) and all those that fall between. The simple criteria is that
no external doping methods are used other than metal deposition and annealing.
2.2 MSM Band Diagram
An examination of the simple band structure typically discussed for MSM struc-
tures shows two Schottky contacts on either side of a semiconducting channel. The
contacts can be symmetrical or asymmetrical depending on the fabrication process or
the semiconducting material itself. A simple band diagram is shown in The Schottky
contacts create a barrier to carriers moving through the interface. This barrier can
7Figure 2.1: Energy band diagram of a Schottky contacted metal-semiconductor-metal
device, denoting the barrier heights and built in voltages at each contact [Reprinted
from Solid State Electronics, Vol. 14, S.M.Sze et.al. ”Current transport in metal-
semiconducting-metal structures”,1971, with permission from Elsevier][34]
simply be the height of the Schottky barrier as shown in the figure for electons or can
be modified by band bending within the material as seen for holes. The barrier seen
by holes is increased due to the bending within the material created by the n-type
doping in the semiconducting channel.
2.3 Transport models
The most cited analysis of transport in these structures was done by Sze et.al. [34]
The analysis reveals several interesting results that provide general insight into MSM
device behavior. The structure is two back-to-back Schottky contacts, as shown in
Fig 2.1. When a bias is applied, one contact will be in reverse bias while the other
will be in forward bias. The reverse bias contact will initially dominate behavior by
limiting the current and absorbing most of the potential drop across the device. It is
8interesting to note here the assumption that the majority carrier dominates current,
particularly at low bias. A Schottky barrier that is reversed bias for electrons, is
forward biased for holes. The concept of majority and minority carriers plays an
important role in classical semiconductor physics models. This issue however becomes
complicated in many material systems that are either undoped or have both carriers
at majority carrier levels. For now however, we will assume that electrons are the
majority carrier and in fact dominate conduction at low biases. As the applied bias
is increased the total area depleted by the contacts will also increase until eventually
the depletion regions will meet in a condition referred to as reach through. Once this
condition is met the device behavior can be strongly modified. As the bias continues to
increase beyond this condition the barriers seen by minority carriers may be strongly
influenced and in some cases lowered due to the band bending within the structure.
At this point minority carriers can begin to play a dominant role in conduction,
giving rise to interesting behaviors and knees in the IV trace as seen in Fig 2.2. This
condition can vary depending on the doping and carrier concentration within the
semiconducting channel.
It is important to note that one cannot simply analyze the device as two back
to back Schottky diodes, as the interaction between the two and the channel itself
can create new and interesting behavior. The sequence of energy band diagrams
under varying bias conditions is shown in Fig 2.3, demonstrating the changes that
take place and the onset of minority carrier current increase due to band bending
at the contacts. A simple comparison can be made to help understand the possible
behavior of MSM devices by considering the well know bipolar transistor. A bipolar
transistor is two back-to-back PN junctions, with a thin base region. These structures
do not produce the behavior that would be expected of two diodes back-to-back in
a breadboarded circuit, due to the interaction between the two interfaces. For a
9Figure 2.2: IV Trace of MSM device showing two barrier heights [Reprinted from
Solid State Electronics, Vol. 14, S.M.Sze et.al. ”Current transport in metal-
semiconducting-metal structures”,1971, with permission from Elsevier][34]
bipolar junction transistor the interaction happens immediately due to the interface
proximity, but conditions can occur within an MSM devices that create base-like
effects in semiconducting channel as well. This is particularly highlighted when we
consider the behavior of the devices under optical stimulus, i.e. a phototransistor.
2.4 Sources of MSM Characteristics
The model presented by Sze et.al. provides a strong initial basis for understanding
the behavior of MSM devices, however it usefulness is limited due to the somewhat
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Figure 2.3: Band Diagram of MSM under different bias conditions. a) Reach through,
when depletion regions of two contacts meet b) Flat band - when the bands bend to
eliminate the internal barrier at the forward biased junction c) Onset of hole current
increase [Reprinted from Solid State Electronics, Vol 14, S.M.Sze et.al. ”Current
transport in metal-semiconducting-metal structures”, 1971 with permission from El-
sevier] [34]
ideal conditions assumed in the analysis. Practical MSM devices can be influenced by
several factors, which will be discussed in the following section. Researchers, in order
to explain the unique behaviors seen in more exotic MSM devices, have put forth
several more specialized theories, particularly for nanowire-based devices [35; 1; 36].
Fig 2.4 shows a simple schematic of an MSM device and highlights areas of interest
to this work.
2.4.1 Semiconducting Material
The material properties of the semiconducting channel will obviously strongly in-
fluence the observed behavior of the MSM device. Carrier mobility and concentration
play a strong role and under the right conditions these values can be qualitatively
evaluated using an MSM two terminal device [37]. The material quality, such as defect
concentration and unintentional doping can drastically alter behavior by changing the
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Figure 2.4: Simple diagram of an MSM device highlight the MS interface and the
surface of the semiconducting channel
distribution of the potential drop along the biased device. The materials interaction
with the deposited metal, i.e. diffusion coefficients, can also affect device performance.
In devices at the nanoscale the distribution of dopants and small inhomogeneities can
greatly influence the material properties that would normally be averaged out in
larger bulk devices. Detector devices are generally more sensitive when fabricated on
undoped materials, thereby allowing easier detection of fluctuations in carrier density
and conductance of the material. The low doping levels of these materials however
make them even more susceptible to large differences when unintentional dopants are
not homogeneously distributed.
Additionally, MSM devices based on heterostructured material can add internal
electric fields and otherwise create a complex potential landscape before contacts
are even added. The built in band diagram then interacts with a contact to often
create interesting behaviors not seen in bulk or homogenous materials and potentially
significantly change the band diagram shown previously [38]
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2.4.2 Metal-Semiconductor Interface
Contacts often play a dominant role in the behavior of MSM devices. The com-
plexity of interfaces and the different chemical reactions that can take place when
two materials come in contact can create a variety of different behaviors. Schottky
or blocking contacts are typically the expected result of simply depositing metal elec-
trodes on a semiconducting material without any post processing [39; 40]. Several
theories have been presented that attempt to predict how a particular metal will be-
have in contact with a particular semiconductor but despite decades of research no
predictive theory exists [41; 40]. Typically devices are designed using empirical data
from previous work and a large variation in the measured Schottky barrier can be seen
in the literature for many materials. This variation becomes even more prominent
when contacting nanoscale materials, as the small contact area can easily introduce
large variations from device to device that would otherwise be averaged out in a bulk
contact [42; 43; 44]. Tunneling can also play a stronger role in these barriers and
must be considered to accurately model the devices, particularly at the nanoscale
[45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50]. The theory presented by Sze assumed purely thermionic
emission and does not account for tunneling or thermally assisted tunneling. Finally
electrode geometry can also play a dominant role in device behavior, allowing electric
fields created between the contacts to influence the behavior of a device beyond the
expected depletion length of the interface [51].
Raymond Tung proposed an simple theory to explain the behavior seen in Schot-
tky contacts on an atomistic scale [52; 53; 54]. Tungs theory and explanation lay
out a scenario where the observed barrier is created by the chemical bonds at the
interface. The most important contribution of his work is the description of Schot-
tky barriers at this scale and with a distribution of inhomogeneous barrier heights.
He demonstrates that simply using an average barrier height to model the behavior
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of a device is not accurate. If barrier height variation occurs over a short distance,
shorter than the depletion length in the material, neighboring barriers can strongly
influence each other, creating a complex potential landscape along the interface and
into the semiconducting channel. An understanding of these results is important in
the examination of Schottky barriers in MSM devices, particularly on the nanoscale
where a small contact area can lead to large variation in the observed barrier height
from device to device if the heights are inhomogenously distributed. Tungs model is
a more accurate description but difficult to formulate and computationally intensive
making it cumbersome to apply in a quantitative manner.
Alternatively, if contacts are ohmic, or semi-ohmic as is often the case, the analysis
becomes even more difficult as regrowth, surface modification and dopants introduced
during annealing can further complicate the model of the interface. For this reason,
modeling and discussion of the contacts is limited to a qualitative examination in
many cases for MSM devices. Several nano-scale devices however have emerged that
take advantage of these contact properties, for instance the Schottky barrier transistor
on a carbon nanotube [1]
2.4.3 Semiconductor Surface
MSM devices on a smaller scale can be heavily influenced by surface states and
the resulting Fermi level pinning. In devices where the active region is smaller than
the typical depletion length of the material, the state of the surface can extend its
influence deep into the channel. The surface can also greatly influence the behavior
of the contacts before and after metal deposition by modifying the surface very near
to the contacts, one can change the carrier concentration at the contact edges and
possibly significantly change the device characteristics. If we take for example an
undoped GaAs channel of 100nm thickness, we can approximate the depletion depth
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using the following:
d =
√
2orVs
qNa
(2.1)
Where d is the depletion depth,o is the permittivity of free space, r is the relative
dielectric constant of GaAs, 12.9, Vs is the surface potential, q is the charge on
an electron and Na is the doping concentration, for unintentionally doped GaAs it
is assumed to be 5 ∗ 1014/cm3. With such a small carrier concentration, the entire
channel can be depleted with a surface potential of only 10s of mV, making the
channel very susceptible to Fermi level pinning at the surface. This issue becomes of
great importance in nanowire devices, where the surface to volume ratio is very large.
It can also be exploited to create functional devices [55]
2.4.4 Substrate
In each of the material systems studied in this dissertation, an initial substrate
will be used to produce devices or materials. When this substrate becomes part
of the device itself, its properties can also influence the observed behaviors. Optical
absorption in the substrate of a detector can at times dominate the measured response;
while using the substrate as a gate can be a method to further control and alter the
properties of devices.
2.5 MSM Detectors
Research groups have fabricated a variety of MSM detectors. Often with new
materials and structures this configuration is the first type of device fabricated for
testing. Many mature material systems also use this configuration for the design of
detectors. Some relevant MSM detectors will be discussed here and in the chapters
that follow.
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2.5.1 Photodetectors
Several research groups, including ours, have reported on MSM photodetectors
[56; 23; 57; 24]. These devices offer several advantages over other photodetectors
such as PIN and phototransistor detectors. MSM devices are planar, so they can
be monolithically integrated into chips with other devices. The best example of this
is MSM detectors using AlGaAs/GaAs material. These detectors, incorporating a
quantum well at the interface of the AlGaAs and GaAs offer high-speed detector
with low dark currents and the possibility of integration with high electron mobility
transistor circuits [24]. Our group has demonstrated several of these devices that will
be discussed in Chapter 2. Fig 2.5a shows a typical design of a detector of this type.
Along with photodetectors, the devices also demonstrate a strong varactor character.
The capacitance of the device changes greatly depending on the applied voltage and
the incident optical excitation. The capacitance as a function of voltage for a two-
dimensional hole gas (2DHG) MSM is shown in Fig 2.5b. These devices offer another
possible circuit element to be integrated with HEMT circuits for use on a single chip
for high speed and frequency modulation purposes [58].
2.5.2 Molecular and Biological Species Detectors
Many research groups have also implemented nanostructures into MSM devices.
Nanowires in particular offer a strong candidate for detection in this configuration. A
group at Harvard lead by Charles Lieber published an excellent example of the poten-
tial of nanowire detectors [55]. Using a silicon nanowire based MSM device they were
able to functionalize the surface and detect chemical and biological species by moni-
toring the change in conductivity of the device. Fig 1.6 shows the configuration and
results of such a detector device. When a biomolecule, in this case biotin-streptavidin,
attaches to the functionalize groups on the nanowires surface in 2.6a, the attachment
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Figure 2.5: a) Schematic of heterostructure quantum well based detector [24] b)
Measured capacitance as a function of applied voltage of a two-dimensional hole gas
based MSM structure and a structure without a two-dimensional hole gas in the same
layered material [58]
Figure 2.6: Silicon NW based detector. a) A single nanowire detecting Biotin-
Streptavidin by attaching to functional groups on the nanowire surface b) pH de-
tection in a nanowire utilizing a surface functionalization that creates charge transfer
due to protonization and deprotonization [From [55]. Reprinted with permission from
AAAS]
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creates a shift in the charges at the nanowire surface, changing the internal potential
and charge distribution and resulting in a change in the electrical characteristics of
the device. The large surface to volume ratio enables high sensitivity to the surface
states, making nanowires a promising platform for detection of chemical and biologi-
cal agents. Fig 2.6b shows that his can also be done by changing the pH of a solution,
thereby changing the charges present and with the correct functionalization this can
also lead to a change in the device conductivity.
Many other groups have fabricated and tested a large number of MSM devices
with different functionalities and using different material systems. Often the most
difficult part of testing these devices is designing and testing fabrication methods to
make good contact to the material, control the surface states and control the material
properties during growth.
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3. Two Dimensional Electron-Hole GaAs
3.1 Heterostructure MSM
Planar heterostructured materials provide an excellent platform for a wide array
of devices and detectors. Precision growth techniques allow the incorporation of
different band offsets and junction types, as well as introducing strained layers for
enhanced properties. Optimizing the internal electric landscape enables different
layered structures to provide a specified behavior to suit a particular application.
Heterostructures have been shown to be strong detectors of a wide array of radiation
from X-ray [22], UV [23], and IR[24] to THz [25; 26; 27; 59; 29] and even microwave
radiation [30] as well as charged particles[31]. They have also demonstrated the ability
to operate as gas, molecular and biological sensors using surface functionalization
[32; 33] and high performance varactors [60; 61; 62] in additional to the commercially
used high electron mobility transistors and laser
In detection of electromagnetic radiation, heterostructures offer the unique op-
portunity to engineer absorption at different energy levels in the same substrate by
using semiconductors with different bandgaps. Engineering quantum wells into these
devices produces materials capable of very high speed operation and long carrier life-
times, produced by the use of modulation and delta doping techniques that separate
ionized dopants from the carriers and increase mobility of electrons and holes in the
wells[63; 17]. The ability to grow wide bandgap material on lower band gap material
also provides an opportunity to design devices with reduced dark currents, strong
gate coupling with low leakage and even heterodimensional contacts[64; 24; 65].
A heterostructure MSM photodetector is an excellent platform to create a high
speed, low noise and high responsivity device in the 830nm range when using GaAs as
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the absorption material. Using Schottky contacts situated on an AlGaAs barrier layer
provides a large barrier to incoming carriers and reduces the dark current of these
devices[66]. Typically however, long tails plague the high-speed response of these
detectors [24]. The origin of this tail is still under debate with theories proposing that
they are attributed to minority carriers generated deep within the material, which
require a long circuitous path to reach the contacts and be collected and optical gain to
due surface states being filled near the contacts, thereby lowering the contact barrier.
Other published work has also suggested that the electron-hole plasma created due
to electron-hole pair formation alters the internal landscape of the devices.
3.2 Two Dimensional Electron-Hole Gas Structure
Dual wells in a heterostructure present a unique and interesting platform for the
creation of novel detectors. Initially the devices discussed here were designed for
improvement on existing single quantum well based high-speed photodetectors. The
structure, however, presented many interesting qualities and characteristics that will
be discussed here. A dual quantum well device consists of two quantum wells spatially
separated by a barrier layer that effectively separates charges. The devices are difficult
to design, as shifting the Fermi level from the conduction band to valence band must
induce a very large internal electric field over a short distance if the wells are to be
closely spaced. The benefits of such a structure though are several fold. Particularly
in quantum well photodetectors, minority carriers that are often pushed deep within
the detector by the electric field created by the modulation doping dominate the time
response. In the case of a Two-Dimensional Electron-Hole Gas (2DEHG) however,
both carrier types have a high mobility, high carrier concentration quantum well to
travel in effectively, eliminating a minority carrier all together as both electrons and
holes are present and participate in conduction. The presence of both carriers and
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Figure 3.1: Simple Schematic of the structure of a dual electron-hole quantum well
the potential for them to interact creates significant difficulties in the analysis of
the internal potential of the structure. A simple diagram of a 2DEHG structure is
outlined in Fig 3.1
3.2.1 Coulomb Drag and Plasmonic Interaction
Previous work on 2DEHG structures has primarily been to explore the unique
physics associated with two spatial separated but interacting quantum wells. Much
of the work has concentrated on minimizing the distance between the wells, making it
smaller than the inter-particle spacing within each individual well. The difficulty lies
in accommodating the necessary electric field between the layers, which is approxi-
mately 108 V/cm for a 10-20nm spaced system [67].
The system was first studied in by Sivan et. al.[68] Several groups have fabri-
cated 2DEHG systems by various methods, including using standard photolithogra-
phy methods [69] and systems have been made in silicon based structures as well as
GaAs[70]. Several groups have used gating to create the populated wells [71; 72; 68]
while optical generated 2DEHG devices have also been reported [73]. These create
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structures with independently tunable carrier densities in each well.
Published work has concentrated on coulomb drag experiments [74; 75; 76]. Sev-
eral groups have published work that explores the effect of current in one well on
the behavior of carriers in another well. In these experiments the wells are contacted
separately, inducing a current in one does not create a current in the other. Then at
cryogenic temperatures, current is passed through one well and the voltage induced
across the neighboring well is measured, this induced voltage is created by coulomb
drag. Simply stated, the coulombic interaction between the wells creates momentum
transfer from the well with current to the well that is not biased. The value of this
induced voltage has a strong relation to the interaction forces between the carriers
in the separate wells. Other work has shown that the plasmonic frequencies within
the wells can be altered and affected by events within the neighboring wells [77; 78]
The plasmonic frequency of the wells is created by the collective oscillation of carriers
and this property has been exploited in terahertz detectors based on high electron
mobility transistors and double quantum well structures [28; 29].
The structure most resembling that which will be presented here was done by Eberl
et.al. [79]. As shown in the Fig 3.2, a 2DEHG was created using specifically placed
delta-doping layers in an AlGaAs barrier between two square GaAs quantum wells.
The wells were spaced at a distance of about 200nm and experiments demonstrated
that despite the large distance the wells indeed demonstrated coulombic interactions
at low temperatures. Interestingly, in this work the group outlines the difficulty in
producing such a structure. The method used here however does not lend itself to
producing a practical detector based on this design. The AlGaAs barrier is a low
mobility, large band gap material not suitable for most detector applications, except
perhaps at shorter wavelengths. Additionally, the presence of the delta doping layers
within the barrier could potentially degrade performance. The literature presents
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Figure 3.2: 2DEHG structure used for the study of Coulomb Drag a) Describes
physical device structure b) Energy band structure [Reprinted from Materials Science
and Engineering, Vol B51, H.Rubel et.al. ”Fabrication of independently contacted
and tuneable 2d-electron-hole systems in GaAs/AlGaAs double quantum wells”, 1998
with permission from Elsevier][79]
very little characterization of these structures at room temperature, providing no
information on their use as practical electronic devices. Characterization of these
materials and devices based on these structures can provide information on possible
applications and may also reveal interesting and new behaviors not observed in sin-
gle carrier quantum well devices. This work will concentrate on room temperature
characterization, though low temperature measurements will be used to investigate
and identify thermal signatures of some observed behaviors.
3.3 Design and Structure of the 2DEHG
The objective in the design of the 2DEHG material discussed here was to create a
structure that could improve the performance of quantum well based photodetectors
by improving the collection of the minority carriers within the device. To accomplish
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Figure 3.3: Structure of 2DEHG wafer
this structure was designed to eliminate majority and minority carriers and have both
carriers participate in conduction. A schematic of the grown structure is shown in Fig
3.3. The sample was grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate using metal-organic
chemical vapor depostion, utilizing AlGaAs barrier layers with an aluminum content
of 30% to maximize the band offset without introducing deep level trap states [41].
In order to create a hole well at the bottom edge of the GaAs absorption region a
pseudomorphic InGaAs layer was introduced. This layer enables the formation of
a hole well due to the reduced band gap compared to GaAs. For the electron well
a Si delta-doping layer was used, separated by a 5nm spacer layer [63; 17]. The
electron well is a notch well, created at the upper interface between the AlGaAs
upper barrier and the GaAs absorption region. In the lower barrier a C delta doping
layer, separated by 5nm from the InGaAs 8nm layer, provides the carriers to populate
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the hole well. The design includes a thin (5nm) n+ doped capping layer to serve as
protection to the Al0.3Ga0.7As and also for the formation of ohmic contacts to the
structures. In one sample a Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) structure was grown
beneath the lower barrier. This structure is made up of 20 quarter-wavelength stacks
of AlAs and Al0.3Ga0.7As and tuned to a wavelength of 850nm. In designing the
Bragg reflector three requirements had to be met. The material had to have a large
refractive index, be lattice matched to GaAs and have a bandgap greater than GaAs
to prevent absorption of the optical signals.
The complete structure of the wafer from surface to substrate is as follows: 3nm
GaAs cap with n + 3 ∗ 1018/cm3 doping, 56.4nm Al0.3Ga0.7As upper barrier layer, Si
delta doping layer of 6 ∗ 1012/cm2 , 5nm Al0.3Ga0.7As upper spacer layer, 109.4nm
GaAs absorption layer, 8nm In0.2Ga0.8As strained 2DHG channel, 5nm Al0.3Ga0.7As
lower spacer layer, C delta doping 2.5 ∗ 1012/cm2, 57.3nm Al0.3Ga0.7As lower barrier
layer, (Bragg sample only 19 Layers of 51.1nm AlAs/62.3nm Al0.3Ga0.7As ,) 200nm
GaAs buffer layer on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate
3.4 Simulated Band Structure
The band diagram is simulated using a Poisson Schrodinger solver designed by
Greg Snider at the University of Notre Dame [80]. The simulator uses the method
of finite differences to calculate the one-dimensional band structure of an arbitrary
semiconductor structure. The simulation is done assuming a Schottky contact at the
surface with a barrier level of 0.87eV, a typical value for Ti contacts on GaAs. A
comparison of the simulated band structure of the device with and without Bragg is
shown in Fig 3.4 (the entire Bragg reflector is simulated but not shown). The two
structures reveal only subtle differences with small variations in the bending in either
well. Overall the simulation shows the formation of two wells at either side of the
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Figure 3.4: Simulated Band Diagram for 2DEHG device with Bragg and without
(Entire Bragg region not shown)
GaAs absorption layer. The InGaAs also becomes triangular due to the large electric
field but it is not distorted enough to prevent the formation of confined states as
shown in Fig 3.5. The InGaAs band gap is estimated based on published literature of
similarly grown strained InGaAs layers [81; 82]. A Schrodinger solution to the areas
around the GaAs absorption regions edges provide the wavefunctions and energy of
the confined states created due to the narrow potentials. The simulation also shows
that the presence of one well depopulates the other when the separate delta doping
layers are not included.
3.4.1 Confined States
A zoomed in view of the GaAs absorption region is shown in Fig 3.5 In the electron
well there are two confined states located slightly above the Fermi level, labeled e1
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Figure 3.5: Energy Levels in the Electron and Hole wells within the GaAs absorption
region
and e2 in the figure. In the hole well the heavy hole 1(hh1), heavy hole 2(hh2) and
light hole 1(lh1) state are shown. Higher energy states exist within the InGaAs well,
which are not shown. Also of interest is the formation of confined states in the delta
doping layers.
3.4.2 Carrier Concentrations and Built in Electric Field
Fig 3.6a shows a simulated plot of the electric field distribution and Fig 3.6b
the carrier concentrations within the heterostructure. Of interest, the electric field
is approximately 125kV/cm in the absorption region with a slightly higher field in
and around the quantum well regions. This is a very strong internal field, dropping
approximately 1.3V across 100nm. We also see a slight but possibly significant dif-
ference in the electric field in the lower barrier between the Bragg sample and the
sample without a Bragg reflector. Calculation of carrier concentrations find a sheet
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Figure 3.6: a) Simulated electric field distribution in the 2DEHG wafer b)Simulated
carrier concentration in 2DEHG wafer
carrier density in the range of 5 ∗ 1010/cm2 for both electrons and holes. These densi-
ties are, as expected, low for a two-dimensional carrier gas. Further simulation work
demonstrated the strong pinning effect of the delta doping layers on the band struc-
ture, applying a bias and changing the Schottky barrier energy level at the surface
only modifies the potential in the upper barrier, having only a small effect on the
absorption region and wells. The delta doping layers are likely to screen any possible
surface potential effects within the device. Finally, of important note is the observed
barrier that the Bragg reflector creates to holes generated within the substrate, while
providing a much smoother potential for electrons to travel across.
3.5 MSM Fabrication
MSM devices reported here were fabricated using photolithography. The GaAs
capping layer was removed using a citric acid/hydrogen peroxide selective etch, that
removes the GaAs layer without etching the underlying AlGaAs Layer[83]. In the case
of photoluminescence measurements the GaAs cap was removed using a digital etch
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technique utilizing hydrochloric acid and hydrogen peroxide in separate steps [84].
For devices a silicon nitride layer is then deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition. The silicon nitride layer serves to isolated the contact pads from
the underlying substrate to improve the dark current and noise levels of the device.
After nitride deposition the entire structure is mesa isolated using either a wet etch
piranha solution (sulfuric acid/hydrogen peroxide/water) or reactive ion etching. The
mesa etching serves to isolate neighboring devices from one another and ensure that
electron-hole pairs generated by incident light are created near electrodes for faster
collection. The nitride layer above the active area of the device is removed and
interdigitated titanium/gold electrodes deposited, along with large pads for probing
on the neighboring silicon nitride coated areas. Titanium is known to make a Schottky
contact with a large barrier (0.87eV for electrons) and good stability on AlGaAs. A
scanning electron micrograph of a fabricated device is shown in Fig 3.7.
A variable set of geometries was fabricated on the same chip, with electrode finger
widths of 1 and 2um and finger spacings of 1, 2 and 4um. The active area of each
device was 40um x 40um. The inset of the figure shows the Bragg layers present in
one of the samples. A higher etching rate on the AlAs layers creates a corrugated
sidewall in the Bragg region allowing them to be imaged directly.
3.6 Electrical Characterization Setup
Electrical characterization was done using two separate probe stations. An Agilent
parameter analyzer with tungsten probes and a Lakeshore Cryogenic probe station
using Au/Be probes, a Keithley picoammeter and a self-written automation system
using GPIB communication. Measurements were primarily done in ambient condi-
tions.
Dark measurements on the devices revealed an average current near 1nA at 10V
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Figure 3.7: SEM micrograph of fabricated 2DEHG MSM on substrate with Bragg
reflector. Inset shows the etched Bragg reflector region
for devices without a Bragg reflector and a 2V knee in the traces. The dark current for
the Bragg devices was an order of magnitude lower, falling between 10 and 100pA at
10V, with a knee in the current-voltage trace at near 2.5V. This measurement reveals
the first difference between the two devices that would not be predicted by the band
diagram and expected barriers. The difference could originate from several sources.
Differences both in substrate growth and in device processing could be responsible,
though the precision of the crystal growth and the fabrication of multiple device
sets on the samples would indicate that it would not lead to an order of magnitude
difference in the dark current. The other possibility is the change in the potential
landscape beneath the contact, which may create additional conduction paths in the
devices without a Bragg reflector. More of this topic will be discussed in the following
sections.
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Figure 3.8: DC Photoresponse of 2DEHG devices. Traces taken at 850nm with powers
of 8.2uW and 4.1uW each
3.7 Photoresponse
3.7.1 DC Photoresponse
Fig 3.8 shows representative photoresponses from both device types at two differ-
ent powers. Both devices show a strong increase in current with applied bias followed
by saturation near 2V, with the voltage knees being comparable to those seen in the
dark current traces. Above 5 V however a significant difference is seen in the traces,
as the Bragg sample maintains saturation and the device without a Bragg reflector
begins to increase in current again, increasing its responsivity beyond that of the
Bragg reflector. This can be seen even more clearly in Fig 3.9. Fig 3.9a shows the
photoresponse as a function of intensity at 850nm at 4V bias, the responsivity of both
devices remains close over a broad range of intensities, while at 10V the device with-
out a Bragg reflector demonstrates a clearly larger responsivity across all intensities.
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Figure 3.9: Photocurrent as a function of 850nm incident laser power for a)4V bias
and b)10V bias
The Bragg reflector is included in the device to improve performance by re-circulating
incident light within the absorption region. The larger response in the device with-
out a Bragg reflector indicates absorption and therefore collection of photo-generated
carriers in the substrate region of the device or possibly a gain mechanism that is
occurring to increase the resulting current. This result will have relevance in the
discussion concerning the high speed optical response of the devices.
3.7.2 Photocurrent Dependence on Wavelength
Fig 3.10 shows the photoresponse as a function of incident wavelength for the
Bragg devices. The response shows a clear peak at 846nm at all applied bias values.
Also visible are two separate peaks near 900nm and 950nm, possibly originating from
the InGaAs region. These two peaks will be discussed further in a later section.
Fig 3.11 shows the response of the device without a Bragg reflector as a function
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Figure 3.10: Photoresponse of the Bragg device under different wavelengths at varying
device bias
Figure 3.11: Photocurrent as a function of wavelength in a device without a Bragg
reflector at varying biases.
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of incident intensity. At 5V, the trace looks similar to that of the Bragg device, with
the peak at 900nm being slightly sharper and the peak at 850 broadening, primarily
due to the absorption spectrum of GaAs and no Bragg to narrow the absorption.
The response changes significantly however at 10V with the lower wavelength peaks
becoming considerably less prominent and the 850nm peak dominating the trace. This
response again indicates the possibility of carriers being generated and collected from
the substrate and GaAs buffer layer. Of significant interest is the signal at 15V, here
the photoresponse in the 900-950nm wavelength range actually decreases compared
to lower bias and the overall shape of the spectral response changes. This provides
some indication that the InGaAs well region is not participating in conduction at this
bias value.
3.8 Capacitance-Voltage Measurements
Schottky contacted heterostructure MSM devices are know to produce a strong
varactor response [85; 86]. Several publications have examined the origin of these
effects and the usefulness of these devices as varactors in practical circuits.
Fig 3.12 shows a trace of the measured capacitance as a function of applied volt-
age in dark conditions and under illumination. The illumination is provided by a
broad spectrum lamp. The measurements have however been replicated with a tun-
able, controllable source and produced similar results. The dark trace is typical for a
heterostructured MSM device, with a peak voltage at zero applied bias and a steep
decrease in capacitance as the absolute value of the bias increases and then saturating
at a minimum value. Under illumination however the device reveals a unique shape
that is not seen in typical MSM devices. The illuminated CV shows two capacitive
plateaus reaching a minimum value at a bias near 3.5V. The first plateau is approxi-
mately 3.5pF and this value holds relatively constant until the bias reaches of value
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Figure 3.12: Capacitance as a function of applied bias on a device without a Bragg
reflector, a finger width of 2um and a finger gap of 2um. Illumination is broad band
lamp light
of around 1.75V, it then abruptly falls to 2pF and slowly decays until falling to a
minimum value around 200fF. Interestingly the 2V transition knee also occurs in the
photoresponse.
Fig 3.13 shows the results for a Bragg device in dark conditions. There is a strong
frequency dependence, some of which may be a result of the probe station itself,
though it has been calibrated across the full frequency range. Interestingly is that at
higher frequency, the dark trace also begins to develop the dual plateau shape, though
considerably narrower than seen under light. The plateaus have approximately the
same capacitance values as those under light.
Fig 3.14 shows the same device under full lamp light. The lower frequency traces
develop very interesting features, especially the formation of wings between 2 and 3V
absolute bias. The value at 0V bias appears unchanged across all frequencies however
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Figure 3.13: Capacitance as a function of applied bias for a 2um finger width, 2um
gap device with a Bragg reflector under dark conditions and varying measurement
frequency
Figure 3.14: Capacitance as a function of applied bias for a 2um finger width, 2um gap
device with a Bragg reflector under broad band lamp light and varying measurement
frequency
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Figure 3.15: Capacitance as a function of bias for a Bragg device at different frequen-
cies and under half power lamplight
and has a similar value to the dark trace 2nd plateau at higher frequency. The knee
voltages also appear to shift, with the device losing much of the asymmetry seen in
the dark traces under light.
Fig 3.15 provides the same set of traces under 1/2 the incident power. At high
frequency there is a hint of the development of wings but the traces instead look
similar to the dark set. Again with similar capacitance plateau values. More evident
here is the increase in the transition voltages at which capacitance changes take place.
The knee voltage also increases with decreasing measurement frequency. This feature
may be a result of the onset of wings.
Fig 3.16 and Fig 3.17 show a comparison of the three measurement states: dark,
light and half light at two different measurement frequencies: 800kHz and 1kHz. The
differences are substantial. At 800kHz the light and half light traces are very similar
with just small changes in magnitude and knee voltages. At 1kHz however the half
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Figure 3.16: Capacitance as a function of voltage at 800kHz in dark, light and half
light
Figure 3.17: Capacitance as a function of voltage at 1kHz in dark, light and half light
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Figure 3.18: Capacitance as a function of voltage measured between the Source con-
tact and the substrate
light more resembles the dark trace with widened plateaus. An understanding of
the origin of the wings seen in full light many shed some light on some of the other
behaviors seen in these devices.
Measurements were also taken between the contacts and the substrate, contacted
with a layer of silver paste. In this configuration, the large substrate contact area
should create an asymmetric device that is dominated by the contact on the top
surface.
Fig 3.18 shows the results of such a measurement at a 10kHz. There is a definite
asymmetry present in the response with a very low dark capacitance. There remains
a response at both voltage polarities however, indicating that both carrier types may
be participating in the capacitance measurement. The positve bias side has a shape
not too dissimilar from the dark trace seen between the two top contacts. This
provides some indication that the channel is dominating the capacitance under light.
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Figure 3.19: Gated Capacitance Map of device with a Bragg Reflector. Horizontal
access is bias applied across source and drain, vertical axis is the device applied to the
substrate. Capacitance is measured across the source and drain contacts. a) Under
Light b)Dark
The measurement from contact to substrate should only include the area beneath
the pad, which is shielded from incident light. If this measurement shows a response
similar to the dark across pads, then one can expect that the carriers generated in the
channel are creating the observed effects and it is not a result of a change in carrier
concentration beneath the contact pads.
Even more interesting results occurred when looking at gated capacitance. The
capacitance measurement is taken across the source and drain electrode while a bias
is applied to the substrate.
Fig 3.19 is two 2D images of capacitance as a function of applied bias and gate
bias. The dark response is again fairly flat as expected, the light response becomes
much more complicated with observable peaks changing voltage position as a function
of applied gate. This work is still preliminary and considerably more data needs to
be generated to draw strong conclusions.
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Figure 3.20: Capacitance as a function of incident wavelength at a) 0V b) -1.3V and
c)2.4V
3.8.1 Capacitance Dependence on Wavelength
Further investigation by varying the wavelength of incident light and measuring
the capacitance at different biases reveals that there is a strong wavelength selectivity
to the measured capacitance.
Fig 3.20 shows three plots, at different biases, of the capacitance as a function of
incident wavelength. At 0V and -1.3V, we see two peaks in the 830nm and 950nm
range. At 2.4V however, 830nm appears to strongly affect the capacitance, implying
that absorption in the GaAs layer is responsible for the capacitance at 2.4V applied
bias. This bias is the region of wing formation, implying that carriers in the InGaAs
well do not participate in creating the observed effects.
3.9 High Speed Photoresponse
A substantial amount of research has been published on the time response of
MSM detector structures. Monte Carlo simulations on this devices reveal several
response limiting factors including minority carrier transit time and barrier lowering
due to charge build up [87]. Measurements have been performed on a wide array of
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Figure 3.21: Time response of a Bragg device and a device without Bragg. The devices
have a gap of 2um and finger width of 2um, the incident wavelength is 830nm. a)
Incident power of 50uW b) Incident power of 500uW
heterostructured substrates, typically with interdigitated finger electrodes and narrow
absorption regions [65; 88]
3.9.1 Measurement Setup
Time response measurements are taken at the Naval Research Laboratory, Wash-
ington DC in the lab of Dr. Marc Currie. The laser used for the optical signal was a
720nm-980nm tunable Ti-Sapphire laser with a 150fs pulse width and a 76MHz repe-
tition rate. The response is measured using microwave probes with a frequency rating
of 60GHz and a SD-32 50GHz sampling oscilloscope. The AC response is separated
out using a bias-T with a frequency response up to 50GHz. Power measurements are
taken as a DC averaged value and the measurements are taken in ambient conditions.
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3.9.2 Low Power Time Response
Fig 3.21 shows the high-speed response traces of both wafers at two different
powers with an applied bias of 10V. The Bragg peak at similar powers is significantly
higher, contrary to the DC Photoresponse. At the lowest powers both traces return to
zero signal at close to the same rate. As the power is increased however, the fall time
of the device without a Bragg reflector begins to increase considerably, developing a
longer tail that decreases its overall frequency response as seen in Fig 3.21b with an
order of magnitude increase in incident power. This is an effect often seen in single
well detectors as well.
3.9.3 Bandwidth of Measurement Setup
It is important at this point to indicate some of the drawbacks of the high-speed
measurement setup used. The speed of the detectors approaches the limits of de-
tection in the setup and the traces on the shorter timescale are strongly influenced
by the sampling period used for the measurement. For this reason the full width
half max values shown can vary. A system calibration may have prevented this and
allowed more accurate readings at the short time scale but was not performed. For
this reason the full width half max values will not be discussed and be considered to
be more a measurement of the system response itself. The long time scale features,
the ones that this work is primarily interested in, however, are consistent between
measurements at different time scales and can be considered indicative of the device
behavior itself. To create an accurate bandwidth of the measurement system test
structures would have had to be created on the substrate for calibration. Without
this calibration the system bandwidth is undefined and can possibly vary from sample
to sample. The ringing seen in the traces is attributed to LRC resonance and signal
reflections within the bond pads. This effect can influence the observed behaviors
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Figure 3.22: Time response of the Bragg device as a function of incident power, the
incident wavelength was 830nm a) As-measured response b) Normalized Response
greatly but still allows for qualitative evaluation of fall times and the long time scale
time response using fitting routines.
3.9.4 Higher Power Time Response
Fig 3.22a) and b) shows the as-measured and normalized response of the Bragg
Reflector device with increasing incident power respectively. The response remains
uniform and the increase power increases the overall peak height and lengthens the
response time but does not change the overall shape of the response curve. The story
for the device without a Bragg reflector however is significantly different.
As shown in Fig 3.23, as the incident power increases the response develops a
knee, which forms into a long tail. Fig 3.23a shows the as-measured response curves,
while Fig 3.23b provides normalized traces to more easily distinguish the change in
the response shape. Deceiving is the fact that this tail develops at approximately
20% of the peak value, meaning reporting the full width half max value of this device
would not indicate its true speed.
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Figure 3.23: High speed response of device without Bragg reflector a) as measured
b) normalized
Figure 3.24: High Power response of devices a) Linear Vertical Scale b) Log Vertical
Scale
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Figure 3.25: High speed response of several photodetector types a) As Measured b)
Normalized
Fig 3.24 shows comparison of the responses at higher powers, clearly indicating
the difference in the responses. Despite the large peak value of the Bragg device, the
fall time to zero remains considerably faster. In order to understand the origin of this
difference we can look at similar devices with quantum wells and incorporated Bragg
reflectors.
Fig 3.25 shows a set of traces from several different high-speed photo detector
devices that have been fabricated and tested in a similar way to the devices presented
here. The devices include a two-dimensional electron gas based MSM and a two-
dimensional hole gas based MSM. At low power all responses appear somewhat similar
in shape, the variation in peak height can be attributed to the slightly different
incident powers for each trace, no low power traces of identical power for each device
type were available. Fig 3.25b shows the normalized traces, showing some variation,
particularly in the 2DEG device, however qualitatively they are very similar in shape
and response. Fig 3.26 shows only the 2DEHG with and without Bragg and a 2DEG
with Bragg device. Here we can begin to see the benefit added due to both the
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of the high speed response at higher powers of 2DEHG with
Bragg, 2DEHG without Bragg and 2DEG with Bragg a) As measured b) Normalized
to peak
presence of the 2DEHG and the Bragg reflector. The 2DEHG without a Bragg
reflector shows the longest tail, though its slope indicates that it has a fall to zero time
on the same order of the 2DEG device shown. The 2DEHG with Bragg clearly shows
the fastest fall time and no shape change at higher power. This is a strong indication
that the increased speed is not only attributed to the presence of the Bragg reflector, as
the 2DEG also contains a Bragg with similar materials. Instead it demonstrates strong
evidence that the combination of the Bragg with the dual quantum well structure
offers the possibility to eliminate the long tails in the photodetector response.
3.9.5 Response Dependence on Wavelength
Fig 3.27 shows the detector peak height as a function of the incident wavelength.
The device without a Bragg reflector shows a somewhat uniform response across all
wavelengths measured, while the Bragg device shows a distinct peak at 836nm in
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Figure 3.27: a) Total area under response curve as a function of incident wavelength
b) Peak value of response as a function of incident wavelength
both the total area under the response trace and the peak value of the response.
This peak is 10nm different from that found in the DC Photoresponse results. This
discrepancy may be due to poor calibration on one or more setups, though from
the data the suspicion is on the source for the DC measurements. The 850nm laser
showed a smaller response of the Bragg devices, which is confirmed here. At this
wavelength the peak height in the Bragg device is significantly larger, while the total
area under the trace is smaller than that of the device without a Bragg reflector,
confirming the results shown earlier for the DC photoresponse. For the DC response,
the total generated current is measured which is comparable to the area beneath the
high-speed trace.
3.9.6 Analysis of Fall Times
Fig 3.28 plots two separate metrics for evaluation of the fall time of the devices.
For each trace the fall time to 20% of the peak value and fall time to 5% of the
peak value is plotted as a function of incident power. The Bragg reflector shows a
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Figure 3.28: Fall times as a function of incident power for the Bragg device and the
device without a Bragg reflector
consistent and slow increase of these parameters while the device without a Bragg
shows a distinctly different behavior. The fall time to 20% actually decreases above
a certain power, at higher powers showing a faster fall time than the Bragg devices.
The fall time to 5% however, a measure of the tail length continues to increase to
roughly 4 times that of the Bragg device at 11mW of incident power.
3.9.7 Effects of Geometry
Previously we have reported on the effect of geometry of the interdigitated fingers
on the time response. In 2DEG and 2DHG devices it has been reported that only
a small difference can be seen in the response of the fingers separated by 2um and
4um, indicating that the time response may not be time transit time limited in these
devices[89] . Fig 3.29 shows a plot of time response at similar powers for 5 different
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Figure 3.29: High-speed response of different geometries on a Bragg device. Incident
wavelength is 830nm and incident power is 1mW
device geometries on the Bragg device. In these devices a clear difference can be
seen in response times. The two devices with narrower fingers (1um) show a smaller
peak and a long tail, similar to that seen in the non-Bragg and non-2DEHG devices.
The device with 2um fingers and 1um finger spacing, clearly shows the highest peak
and fastest fall times. The two devices with 2um and 4um finger spacing then show
a similar response, suggesting that beyond a certain spacing these devices may not
longer be transit time limited, as observed with previous device sets.
Fig 3.30 shows that the overall area beneath the trace, a measure of the amount of
total charge collected as a result of the incident laser pulse, for different geometries in
the 2DEHG devices. At higher powers the devices without a Bragg reflector are col-
lecting more charges, possibly due to collection of carriers absorbed in the substrate.
Fig 3.31 shows the fall time to 10% of the peak value for several different geometries
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Figure 3.30: Total area under response as a function of incident power for different
device geometries
Figure 3.31: Fall time to 10% as a function of incident power for different geometries
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Figure 3.32: Time response of a Bragg device at different bias values for a) 2um gap
device b)4um gap device
with and without a Bragg reflector. The smaller gap Bragg devices show the behavior
seen previously, a slow increase in the fall time as power increase. The larger gap
devices (TLM 12um, CZ4 40um) actually show a decrease as the power increases.
The devices without Bragg again show an increase initially and then begin to decrease
at higher powers, similar to the fall to 20% shown previously indicating again a
narrowing of the initial pulse at higher powers and an increase in the long tails
portion of the collected carriers.
3.9.8 Effect of Bias
The effect of the applied bias was also investigated for these devices, with the
expectation that increasing the bias should create a faster response by increasing the
electric field within the device.
Fig 3.32 shows the high-speed results under varying bias for two Bragg Device
geometries. In both cases the higher absolute value of bias increase the peak value
and decreases the fall time indicating the response is heavily dependent on the field
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Figure 3.33: Time response of a device without a Bragg reflector at different bias
values a)2um gap device b)4um gap device
generated by the applied bias.
Fig 3.33 however shows the effect of bias on the response of the device without
a Bragg reflector. In this case the peak value increases substantially with increased
bias but so does the fall time and the total area beneath the trace, unlike with the
Bragg devices. These results again present strong evidence that the higher bias is
allowing carriers generated in the substrate to be collected, increasing the area under
the response as the internal field extends further into the substrate. Fig 3.33b is even
more interesting. The abrupt change in shape and elimination of the tail may be
correlated to the results seen in the photocurrents wavelength dependence, Fig 3.11.
In these results, it appeared that at 15V bias the InGaAs no longer participated in
conduction, seen by the loss of photoresponse in the 900-950nm region.
3.9.9 Discussion of Results
The high-speed results provide substantial evidence that both the Bragg reflector
and the 2DEHG structure are enabling faster response times in the photodetectors.
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Figure 3.34: Reflectance measurements on 2DEHG with Bragg, 2DEHG without
Bragg and semi-insulating GaAs. Traces are offset for ease of viewing.
The origins of the slower response in the 2DEG and the device without Bragg are
not completely clear though considerable evidence suggests a contribution from the
substrate. The 1um gap, 2um finger Bragg device had the fastest response of any
device studied so far, including 2DEG and 2DHG devices reported previously.
3.10 Optical Characterization
In order to gain more insight into the possible origins of the different behaviors
seen in the two structures, the wafers were interrogated optically with reflectance and
photoluminescence measurements. Optical spectroscopy offers insight into the band
diagram and location of carriers within the structure.
3.10.1 Reflectance
Fig 3.34 shows the reflectance of the 2 wafers along with that of a semi-insulating
GaAs substrate. The Bragg wafer demonstrates the expected oscillating peaks due
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to the presence of the Bragg reflector. It shows a Bragg reflector tuned to near
840nm and several other frequencies that may exhibit a Bragg resonance. The Bragg
effect clearly dominates the resulting reflectance. For the device without a Bragg
reflector we see a somewhat unusual result. There is a broad reflectance peak at
around 840nm and no indication of the onset of absorbance, as seen near 880nm in
the semi-insulating GaAs reflectance. The device without a Bragg shows a rather flat
reflectance with a somewhat unusual character to it.
3.10.2 Calculation of Expected Radiative Transition Energies
Radiative recombination occurs within the semiconductor structures as a result
of the excitation of electron-hole pairs within the material. This excitation is an
incident laser with energy larger than the band gap of the material. Based on the
energy band diagram we can make a prediction of the peaks that may be present
in a photoluminescence (PL) signal by observing the possible radiative transitions
that are possible within the material. We can also make some predictions on the
expected shape and relative magnitude of these peaks by anticipating where photo-
generated carriers will collect within the device before they recombine. The presence
of electric fields separate electron-hole pairs within the absorption region and moves
them to their respective wells. This creates a situations where the electrons and
holes are spacially separated, thereby reducing the probability of recombination. The
magnitude of the photoluminescence signal will depend on the number of minority
carriers present or passing through the region of the quantum wells. The position of
a photoluminescence peak can be predicted using a simulated energy band diagram.
The line shape and relative height of a peak can be predicted by understanding what
determines the probability that an electron and hole will recombine in a particular
layer, which is determined by the density of both carriers in that particular region.
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Using the Fermi level and density of states we can make a prediction of what the
relative height and width of a particular peak may be. The photoluminescence line
shape can be described by:
I(hν) = A× g(E)× fh(E)× fe(E) (3.1)
where the response, I, is given as a function of energy. A is the optical matrix describ-
ing the allowed optical transitions, g(E) is the joint density of states, f(E) describes
the hole and electron distributions as a function of energy. Table 3.1 shows a list of
Peak Position Shape
InGaAs hh1 1.29eV Gauss
InGaAs hh2 1.33eV Gauss
AlGaAs bulk 1.80eV Gauss - broadened
AlGaAs e1 1.85eV Gauss - broadened
GaAs bulk 1.42eV red shifted Lorentzian
GaAs e1 1.47eV Gauss - broadened
GaAs e2 1.55eV Gauss broadened
Table 3.1: Calculated photoluminescence Emission Peaks
possible and expected peaks based on the energy band diagram of the structures. We
assume that the first two energy levels in each well may participate in recombination,
with the predicted peak from the InGaAs wells near energies of 1.29eV and 1.33eV.
The larger energy well should be significantly smaller in height in non-saturation con-
ditions due to the position of the Fermi level within the material. With the GaAs
we can expect 4 possible peaks. The first two arise from the first two energy levels
within the electron well, with values of 1.47eV and 1.55eV. The third peak may arise
from carriers combining within the GaAs absorption region. Within this region is a
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Figure 3.35: Predicted photoluminescence spectrum based on simulated band struc-
ture
very large electric field that is expected to red shift (decrease in energy) the photolu-
minescence emission [41]. This effect is due to the strong bending of the bands. The
final possible peak is from the GaAs substrate, which at room temperature can be
expected to be 1.42eV, the band gap of GaAs. For the AlGaAs, there are also two
possible peaks. One for the bulk AlGaAs with a Al content of 30% and one from the
confined states within the delta doping regions. Both of these states would shift the
AlGaAs emission to 50meV higher energy. An ad hoc preliminary prediction of the
measured photoluminescence spectrum is shown in Fig 3.35 The prediction is based
on the simulated band diagram for peak position and the literature and a qualitative
use of Equation 1 to predict the widths and shapes of the peaks. The energy sepa-
ration of the wells is twice that of kT at room temperature, so we can expect to be
able to distinguish individual peaks even at non-cryogenic temperatures.
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3.10.3 Optical Measurement Setup
The photoluminescence data was taken on a home built system. The illumination
is provided by a Argon-ion laser using the 488nm laser line unless otherwise stated.
For some measurements a tunable Ti-Sapphire laser was used, with a tunable range of
950 to 750nm. The laser is focused through an objective into a temperature controlled
vacuum chamber that contains the sample to be measured. The sample can lie flat
or be tilted relative to the incident beam in order to reduced Rayleigh scattering
and remove the laser line from the measured spectra. The photoluminescence signal
is collected through the same objective in a backscatter geometry and focused onto
the collection device. Spectra were collected with a Comet Spectrometer, with a full
range of 1100nm to 200nm and an array of CCD detectors providing approximately
1nm resolution and also with a U100 Yobin Jvon double monochromator with a range
of 900-300nm using a water-cooled photomultipier tube for collection. The resolution
of the monochromator varies depending on the operating conditions but was also used
with a minimum resolution of 0.1nm. The samples were cooled with liquid nitrogen
and liquid helium, with a built in stage heater allowing continuous control of the
sample temperature from 4.2K to 325K. The spot size of the laser is measured to be
approximately 25um in diameter at its minimum. The importance of the beam focus
will be discussed in a later section.
3.10.4 Photoluminescence Results on Sample without Bragg
A comparison of the actual measured photoluminescence signal to the predicted
signal is shown in Fig 3.36. The measurement was taken at an incident power of
50mW at room temperature. The actual and predicted photoluminescence spectra
match up fairly well at first glance. Using the peak fitting routine in Wavemetrics
IGOR data analysis program, we can fit the predicted peaks to the actual measured
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Figure 3.36: Comparison of calculated and measured photoluminescence peaks on the
substrate without a Bragg reflector at 50mW incident power
Figure 3.37: Calculated and fitted photoluminescence spectrum for the wafer with-
out a Bragg reflector. Peaks derived from the energy band simulation are marked
accordingly
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photoluminescence spectra. The fitted spectrum is shown in Fig 3.37. In fitting the
data a new peak arises that was not in the prediction, which we will label as P1. This
peak lies near the predicted InGaAs peaks but is larger than what would be expected
if it was attributable to a higher energy level in the InGaAs well. A stronger possibility
is a momentum-assisted recombination of carriers from the GaAs recombining with
holes in the InGaAs well. The measured energy, 1.33eV is close to the expected value
of this phonon-assisted transition after the band diagram has been adjusted to match
the measured InGaAs values. The predicted and actual peak values are shown in
Table 3.2. These transitions are illustrated in Fig 3.38. An electron from the GaAs
Peak Simulated Position Actual Position
InGaAs hh1 1.29eV 1.27eV
InGaAs hh2 1.33eV 1.29
AlGaAs bulk 1.80eV -
AlGaAs e1 1.85eV 1.85eV
GaAs bulk 1.42eV red shifted 1.42eV
GaAs e1 1.47eV 1.46eV
GaAs e2 1.55eV -
P1 - 1.33eV
Table 3.2: Calculated and Measured photoluminescence Peak Energies for Sample
without a Bragg Reflector
region recombines with the a hole in the InGaAs well. Several factors would indicate
that this is a probable transition. Due to the thickness of the InGaAs layer confined
states exist in both the valence band and the conduction band. The conduction band
has one energy level that due to the strong electric field in the region lies close to the
GaAs conduction band edge. This decreases the barrier for electrons to escape from
the well. Also with a single energy level, at the higher energy illumination the well
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Figure 3.38: Possible phonon assisted transitions between the GaAs and InGaAs
regions
may become saturated, easily allowing electrons to spill into the GaAs and providing
an opportunity for recombination as they are swept to the electron well by the built
in field. The electric field also shifts the wave functions of the confined carriers,
decreasing the spatial overlap of electrons in the InGaAs conduction band and holes
in the InGaAs valence band.
Another interesting observation is that there is no detectable red shift in the GaAs
photoluminescence emission, as would be expected if emission was originating from
the GaAs absorption region where a strong electric field is present. There are two
possible explanations for this observation, the first being that the shift is not strong
enough to distinguish under room temperature conditions. The other explanation
is that the signal originates solely from the substrate. The latter explanation may
provide some insight into the results of the high-speed measurements.
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Figure 3.39: Curve fitting on photoluminescence from substrate with Bragg Reflector
3.10.5 Photoluminescence Results on Sample with Bragg
The same routine was than carried out for the measured photoluminescence of the
sample with a Bragg reflector at under equal conditions. The results are shown in
Fig 3.39.
The InGaAs peaks remain at the same position and approximately equal intensi-
ties, as well as peak P1 that was seen in the wafer without the Bragg reflector. There
is a significant difference however in the peaks attributed to transitions within the
GaAs region. In the device with the Bragg we see a dominant peak at the e1 energy
level and a shoulder created by bulk GaAs peak. This peak lies at 1.48eV or 838nm.
The high-speed measurements indicated the highest Bragg efficiency at 836nm, near
the energy of the observed peak. These traces do not include the AlGaAs peak shown
in the substrate without a Bragg reflector. If we expand the energy plot to include
the expected AlGaAs energies, we can see the effect of the Bragg reflector on the
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Figure 3.40: Fitted Bragg results showing full spectrum, fitting to the AlGaAs peak
is not possible due to the saturation of the detectors
photoluminescence signal, Fig 3.40
The AlGaAs peak dominates the entire signal. 488nm is equivalent to 2.54eV,
allowing absorption for the AlGaAs layers within the Bragg reflector. Carriers gener-
ated within the Bragg layers are not subjected to an electric field and confined to the
AlGaAs layers by the neighboring AlAs. The electron-hole-pairs generated are left to
recombine emitting 1.8eV photons. The 20 Bragg layers make AlGaAs the dominant
material by volume within the growth region. Also present is a higher energy shoul-
der at 2.3eV, which may be attributed to phonon-assisted recombination between the
AlAs conduction band and the AlGaAs valence band. Table 3.3 shows the predicted
and measured peak values.
Fig 3.41 shows the AlGaAs peak as a function of power for the Bragg wafer. The
peak dominates the photoluminescence spectrum at all incident powers. The emer-
gence of the peak at 1.48eV (838nm) also matches well with the measured reflectance
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Peak Simulated Position Wafer without Bragg Wafer with Bragg
InGaAs hh1 1.29eV 1.27eV 1.27eV
InGaAs hh2 1.33eV 1.29eV 1.29
AlGaAs bulk 1.80eV - -
AlGaAs e1 1.85eV 1.85eV 1.85eV
GaAs bulk 1.42eV (red shifted) 1.42eV 1.42eV
GaAs e1 1.47eV 1.46eV 1.48eV
GaAs e2 1.55eV - -
P1 - 1.33eV 1.33eV
AlGaAs Shoulder - - 2.33eV
Table 3.3: Tabulated predicted and measured peak values for substrate without Bragg
and with Bragg
Figure 3.41: Photoluminescence of Bragg Device as a function of intensity
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Figure 3.42: Simultaneous plot of reflectance and photoluminescence from the Bragg
substrate
data of the Bragg substrate. The GaAs emission peak falls into one of the sidebands
of the reflection, indicating that no Bragg enhancement occurs, as shown in Fig 3.42.
The electron well e1 peak signal collection is possibly enhanced by the presence
of the Bragg reflector. This enhancement is further verified by collecting photolumi-
nescence spectra at different sample angles. The Bragg reflectors wavelength peak
is a function of the incident angle. Collecting photoluminescence at different angles
demonstrated a noticeably shifted peak. This will be seen more clearly in the photo-
luminescence under varying temperature data that will be presented in a later section.
The alternative possibility is that since emission from the absorption region comes
from the electron well in the GaAs, the carriers absorbed in the Bragg reflector move
into the GaAs region and recombine while in the electron well.
Alternatively, carriers in the substrate without a Bragg remain and recombine in
the substrate. This is doubtful however as no change is seen in the InGaAs peaks.
Fig 3.43a shows a plot of the collected photoluminescence signal from a Bragg
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Figure 3.43: a) Photoluminescence trace from the Bragg and without Bragg substrate
b) Area under the photoluminescence trace as a function of power for both substrates
substrate and one without a Bragg reflector. The peak positions in the InGaAs
well, P1 and the bulk GaAs emission line up well. Interestingly, the total number
of collected photons remains very close for both samples, as seen in Fig 3.43b. This
implies that the samples are absorbing a similar amount of energy near the surface
and recombination is occurring in different regions of the sample. Also of interest is
the relative heights of the bulk GaAs peak, the sample without a Bragg reflector is
only slightly higher, suggesting not all of the signal is originating from the substrate.
As a comparison, Fig 3.44 shows the two photoluminescence plots with the addition of
a photoluminescence response from a simpler heterostructure containing an electron
quantum well at the interface between Al0.3Ga0.7As and GaAs. The plot matches
well with the GaAs peak for the substrate without a Bragg reflector. It also illustrates
the level of complexity introduced by the addition of the hole well within the sample.
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Figure 3.44: Photoluminescence response of 2DEHG with and without Bragg and
2DEG wafer
3.10.6 Analysis of Photoluminescence with Varying Incident Power
The aim of this work was to interrogate the substrate at higher powers and room
temperatures, comparable to the conditions experienced during the high speed testing.
Fig 3.45 provides a plot of the curve fit peak energies as a function of the incident
intensity.
The relatively flat bands imply that the laser is not heating the substrate signifi-
cantly, with the InGaAs hh1 peak decreasing in energy 5meV at the highest incident
power. Fig 3.45b shows the close up of the AlGaAs peak energy as a function of
incident power. As an isolated peak it gives the cleanest fit and best indication of
total substrate heating. Fig 3.45d,c also provides a comparison of the plot positions
of the two wafers, showing that despite differences in amplitude, the peak positions
are relatively similar. The curve fitting allows us to plot several aspects of the col-
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Figure 3.45: Peak energies as a function of incident power for a)substrate without
Bragg b) AlGaAs peak energy in Device without a Bragg Reflector c)substrate with
Bragg d)comparison
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Figure 3.46: Individual peak heights as a function of power for a) sample without
Bragg b)sample with Bragg
lected photoluminescence signals and compare how the signal changes as a function
of power.
Fig 3.46 shows a plot of the height of the observed peaks as a function of incident
power for the sample without Bragg (Fig 3.46a) and with Bragg (Fog 3.46b). All
peaks increase at a relatively uniform rate in both substrates with the GaAs peaks
beginning to increase faster at higher powers in the Bragg sample.
3.10.7 Analysis of Photoluminescence at Varying Temperature
In order to investigate the origin of the unknown peaks, the photoluminescence
was taken as a function of temperature. Different recombination processes should
show different temperature signatures and this method should distinguish between
peaks enhanced by the Bragg reflector and peaks generated as a result of recom-
bination within the material. Phonon assisted recombination should also decrease
with temperature, as the phonon density declines therefore becoming less likely to
participate in a recombination process.
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Figure 3.47: Photoluminescence traces at varying temperature for wafer without a
Bragg reflector
Fig 3.47 plots the measured photoluminescence traces at decreasing temperature
for the wafer without a Bragg reflector. The figure shows a consistent shift of the
GaAs peak and the InGaAs well peak. Interestingly, the P1 peak does not appear to
shift with temperature and joins with and becomes indistinguishable from the InGaAs
peaks around 175K. This is an unexpected result. A phonon-assisted recombination
should decrease in intensity as a function of temperature, but as the band gaps of
the GaAs and InGaAs increase, so should the peak position. The peak positions
as a function of temperature are plotted in Fig 3.48 at 40mW and 10mW incident
power. Guidelines of the expected GaAs and InGaAs bandgaps are included as a
reference. The peaks at 40mW show even more interesting results. The P1 peak
appears to be very slowly varying with temperature. Plotting its behavior becomes
difficult with the emergence of a new peak at 250K, with an energy around 1.4eV.
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Figure 3.48: Peak energies as a function of temperature for wafer without Bragg. The
solid lines are predicted band gap values for InGaAs, GaAs and AlGaAs
An artifact of the curve fitting can often be a perceived shifting of peak energy due
to a change in the peak shape. While one can clearly see the curve fit is close and the
P1 peak is easily visible in the photoluminescence traces shown previously, there is
the possibility of generating slightly misleading data using this technique. The peak
positions were also extracted by hand and produced very similar results however. A
flat temperature response from the P1 peak and the emergence of a new peak, P2 at
temperatures below 275K. The GaAs peak, InGaAs peaks and AlGaAs peaks follow
an expected increase with decreasing temperature as shown in the figure. This same
measurement was also performed on the Bragg wafer, with similar results.
Fig 3.49 shows a cascade plot of the collected photoluminescence as a function of
temperature. The Bragg reflector substrate also shows the P1 peak flat temperature
response, seen in Fig 3.50, as well as a somewhat flat response for the GaAs e1
emission peak position.
In this sample, P2 shows a similar flat response to temperature as well. With
neighboring peaks, the problems with curve fitting can be increased significantly.
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Figure 3.49: Photoluminescence traces at varying temperatures from Bragg wafer
Figure 3.50: Peak energies as a function of temperature for wafer with Bragg. The
solid lines are predicted band gap values for InGaAs and GaAs. a) 40mW incident
power b)10mW incident power
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Figure 3.51: Photoluminescence response at two separate focal positions on wafer
without Bragg. Incident power was 50mW
We can see some noise in the peak positions plot introduced as two peak energies
approach each other due to the increased number of acceptable peak fits possible
with the overlapping signals.
3.10.8 Photoluminescence Dependence on Focal Position
Thus far, we have only spoken of incident power and not the typically discussed
intensity. At minimum focus the spot size is about 25um, with its size and shape
varying greatly as a function of focal position. In the course of measurement of
these samples, it was determined that focus played an extraordinarily large role in
the photoluminescence spectrum collected. Not simply in the strength of the signal
as might be expected but in the ratio of peak heights and at times the existence of
peaks.
Fig 3.51 shows two photoluminescence spectra collected on the same sample, at
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Figure 3.52: Photoluminescence response with increasing power at two different focal
positions and 50mW powers. a) Focal Position 1 b) Focal Position 2
the same position but at two different focal positions. One can immediately see that
the peak positions appear to remain the same but the ratio of the peak heights can
become drastically different. The area under the traces also remains very similar at
the same power. This role of the beam focus cannot simply be explained as a changing
intensity on the wafer.
Fig 3.52a) and b) are plots of photoluminescence at varying incident power at two
separate focal positions on the Bragg sample. In Fig 3.52a there is a uniform increase
in the photoluminescence intensity across all wavelengths. In Fig 3.52b, the GaAs
peaks increase at a much higher rate than the InGaAs peaks. Fig 3.52c plots these
peak heights for both focal positions as a function of incident power, highlighting the
large difference in behaviors.
At lower temperatures this effect can be even more striking, allowing focus to de-
termine which peak dominates the photoluminescence signal. Fig 3.53 a and b are ad-
ditional plots of photoluminescence spectra with increasing intensity at two different
focal points. In a the InGaAs peak dominates, though the increase in photolumines-
cence remains somewhat uniform. In b the GaAs peak dominates and interestingly
the P2 peak is also visible. At this focal position the InGaAs peak is largest at lower
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Figure 3.53: Photoluminescence response with increasing power at two different focal
positions and 50mW incident power. The substrate was held at 78K. a)Focal Position
1 b) Focal Position 2
powers and the GaAs peak quickly grows to almost an order of magnitude larger than
the InGaAs as power is increased from 6mW to 50mW. This can be more clearly seen
in Fig 3.53c, which plots the peak heights as a function of power for both focal points
The sample without a Bragg reflector shows similar results, eliminating the Bragg
reflector as a potential source of the behavior. Fig 3.54 provides plots of photolumi-
nescence at 3 different focal positions. Once again with Fig 3.54a showing uniform
intensity increase with increased power and on the other extreme Fig 3.54c showing
an initially dominant InGaAs peak that is quickly overtaken by the GaAs peak. In
Fig 3.54c, at peak power the emission becomes almost flat from 1.3eV to 1.45eV.
Fig 3.55 plots the peak heights of the GaAs and InGaAs peaks as a function of
incident power for all three focal positions. In these cases, the area beneath the
photoluminescence spectra does not remain similar, as shown in Fig 3.56. The total
collected photoluminescence spectra is considerable larger for the focal position Fig
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Figure 3.54: Photoluminescence response at varying temperature for substrate with-
out a Bragg reflector at 78K with 50mW incident power at 3 different focal positions
a), b) and c)
Figure 3.55: Actual Peak heights as a function of incident power for 3 separate focal
positions on the wafer without a Bragg reflector at 78K and incident power of 50mW
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Figure 3.56: Total area beneath photoluminescence trace as a function of intensity
for the 3 focal positions shown in Fig 3.54
3.54c. The 2DEHG sample has many unique properties, the most obvious being
the presence of two quantum wells of opposite carriers. The quantum wells separate
carriers into their respective wells and provide a high mobility channel for them to
travel in. Previous research has indicated the large role that diffusion and drift
away from the illumination point have on the collected signal from a wafer under
photoluminescence testing. Carriers separated by the built in electric field have a
path to diffuse away from the point of illumination. The limiting factor is the speed
of the slowest carrier in the device. As carriers move away, if slower carriers are left
behind an electric field builds up, slowing the diffusion. In the 2DEHG devices, both
carriers have a high-speed channel in which to diffuse away from their generation
points and experience reduced recombination due to separation.
Fig 3.57 provides a simple schematic of this process. The focus issue raises the
question of whether diffusion is playing a large role in the observed photoluminescence
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Figure 3.57: Diagram of carrier drift/diffusion away from illumination point in a
2DEHG structure
response. In order to test this possibility, a substrate was fabricated consisting of
10um x 10um mesas on the sample without a Bragg reflector. The wafers were
patterned and etched several hundred nanometers to create isolated regions of 2DEHG
and investigate the photoluminescence on these structures. The mesa size was chosen
to ensure that at least one mesa would be entirely illuminated by the incident laser
during testing. Interestingly, these mesa structures are also comparable in size to the
active area of the photodetector devices which was 40um x 40um.
Diffusion is created by the build up carriers in the illuminated area, drift can be
caused by the band bending created by that carrier buildup, even a small change
in the internal structure can create sufficient potentials to create drift within the
material. An SEM micrograph the mesa-etched wafer is shown in 3.58.
Fig 3.59 provides plots of different peak heights in the photoluminescence spectra
at different focal positions on these structures. For this set of data, the GaAs peaks
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Figure 3.58: SEM Micrograph of Mesa etched wafer without Bragg reflector
were fitted to one exponential Gaussian function due to difficulties obtaining a rea-
sonable fit at certain focal points. This combined fit provides important information
on the photoluminescence results.
Using the spectrometer we are able to collect a set of photoluminescence spectra
as the focal point is changed. The precision of the focal steps is low but we can take
roughly equal steps through the focus and collect spectra at each point. In Fig 3.59b,
the mesa-etched structure shows results indicative of a change in the incident power,
a fairly uniform increase in peak height as the focal position changes. The GaAs
substrate does not appear to provide an appreciable signal, making analysis simpler.
In Fig 3.59b however, there is a very different behavior. As the focal point changes,
each peak reaches a corresponding maximum signal intensity. The positions at which
this happens however are different for each peak. The InGaAs peaks reach a maximum
near focal position 15, P1 has a broad maximum spreading from 17 to 30. The GaAs
peak hits a maximum near 30 and appears to saturate for the following focal position
steps. The InGaAs peak then begin to decrease once the maximum is reached, while
the GaAs peak increases, indicating this result is not due to saturation. These results
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Figure 3.59: Peak heights for bulk wafer (pink) and mesa etched substrate (blue) as
a function of focal position b)Peak energies in the bulk wafer (blue) and mesa etched
wafer (pink) as a function of focal position
are not seen in 2DEG or 2DHG wafers, both of which were also tested. There are
several possible mechanisms that may produce this behavior. The beam may be
altering the internal band structure and rearranging the distribution of carriers in the
material. This effect should be intensity dependent however and the observed results
do not correlate well with photoluminescence taken as a function of power. Another
possibility is diffusion occurring within the structure. With a wide beam, carriers
are generated across a large area creating limited band bending and limited charge
buildup. As the beam narrows, if a similar number of charges are generated, the
generated carriers are in a more concentrated area increasing potential band bending
and charge concentrations within the well. The narrow beam encourages electron-hole
pairs to diffuse/drift away from the illumination point, thereby depleting the carriers
recombining in the wells. At issue is why it appears the InGaAs wells are affected
more than the GaAs well, though where the GaAs peak originates from is difficult to
ascertain.
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Figure 3.60: a) Peak energies as a function of focal position for the bulk wafer b)
Peak energies as a function of focal point for the Mesa etched structure c) Total area
beneath the photoluminescence trace as a function of focal point for both samples
Fig 3.60 a and b show the peak energies as a function of focal position. The mesa-
etched structure (??b) shows little change across the full focus. The bulk sample
however shows the peak energy of both P1 and GaAs shifting with focal position,
corresponding to the regions of their peak amplitudes. As stated earlier, for these
fits all GaAs related peaks were fitted to on exponential Gaussian function. The
peak shift can then be seen as an indication of redistribution of energies amoung the
GaAs related peaks. 3.60c shows the areas beneath the photoluminescence traces
as a function of focal position. It is important to mention that the focusing effect
was observed at all incident wavelengths. Though not mentioned previously, focusing
also played a major role in the high speed photoresponse measurements. In the
measurements the incident laser is focused by a lens a few centimeters above the
sample. Prior to any photoluminescence measurements, it was observed that the time
response was strongly effected by the laser focus. At the time of measurement the
issue was not explored and focus was maximized for the fastest response. Incidentally,
this position was noticeably different from the smallest beam size position. There
are issues related to contacts that may be the cause of the focus issue seen in the
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Figure 3.61: Photoluminescence spectrum at 488nm and 780nm for the a) Bragg
substrate b)substrate without a Bragg reflector
high speed measurements. However, the results seen in the photoluminescence traces
indicate that further exploration is needed to understand the observed effect and
possibly utilize the behavior for device functionality.
3.10.9 Effects of Incident Wavelength
Thus far, only traces collected with 488nm incident wavelength have been dis-
cussed. The reason for this is two-fold. Initially, 488nm was the only available source
for the measurements. Second, the 488nm wavelength is absorbed by AlGaAs provid-
ing more electron-hole pairs within the structure. Assuming that the internal fields
redistribute the carriers to the wells and other points of higher carrier concentration,
using this wavelength can greatly enhance the observed photoluminescence spectra
by showing more peaks and therefore more transition energies.
For comparison the wafers were also investigated using longer wavelengths. Fig
3.61 shows a plot of photoluminescence taken using 488nm illumination and 780nm
illumination at similar powers. A distinct difference is seen in the traces providing
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Figure 3.62: Photoluminescence response at varying incident powers for a)Wafer with-
out a Bragg reflector b)Wafer with a Bragg reflector
some important information regarding the structures. The photoluminescence signal
from the InGaAs region is almost entirely absent from the spectra from the Bragg
wafer and strongly attenuated in the sample without a Bragg reflector. P1 is also
absent in the Bragg and attenuated in the non-Bragg, providing more evidence that
the P1 peak is tied to the InGaAs region.
Fig 3.62 shows the photoluminescence from both wafers at 780nm at different
incident powers. Here again we see a complete absence of the InGaAs peak in the
Bragg sample and a strong attenuated peak from the InGaAs and P1 in the non-
Bragg sample. The results suggest that electrons needed for recombination in the
InGaAs are supplied by the Lower Barrier and Bragg Reflector. A small amount
of electrons may leak over the barrier, creating the small peaks seen in the sample
without a Bragg reflector. These are completely blocked however in the sample with
a Bragg, resulting in no InGaAs signal.
As seen in Fig 3.63a, the P1 peak is also seen in the photocurrent wavelength re-
sponse. A comparison photoluminescence trace is shown in Fig 3.63b, both measure-
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Figure 3.63: a) Photocurrent as a function of wavelength for the Bragg (blue) and
No Bragg wafer(orange) b) photoluminescence response for the Bragg(blue) and No
Bragg(orange) wafers at 50mW
ments provide a similar set of resulting peaks. The strong absorption may indicated
that this peak is not a phonon-assisted one, as suggested earlier. All this factors,
combined with the temperature independence make the origins of P1 (And P2 and
the AlGaAs high energy shoulder) difficult to determine with confidence without
additional measurements.
3.11 Future work
3.11.1 Device Design
The 2DEHG wafers have proven to be much more complex and rich in behaviors
than initially expected. In order to understand more of the behaviors and possible
uses for such a material platform, more complicated devices would enable more direct
characterization of particular behaviors. In order to better understand the effects
of the dual well structure, individual contacts to each well would allow more direct
interrogation of their interactions. A device as simple as placing a Schottky contact
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Figure 3.64: Simulated Band diagram for Schottky contact on the GaAs region of the
2DEHG, with the Upper Barrier and a portion of the GaAs layer etched away
onto the GaAs absorption layer, after etching though the AlGaAs upper barrier and Si
delta doping region would allow a Schottky contact directly on the hole well structure.
Fig 3.64 shows the band diagram from a resulting structure. It is a preliminary
simulation that does not account for the lateral effects of the neighboring unetched
substrate but allows a strong assumption that contact can be made directly to the
hole well while maintaining it as a populated quantum well. It is important to note
however that the lower band gap of both the GaAs and the lower Schottky barrier
for holes would greatly increase the dark current of such a device.
3.11.2 Characterization
Using modified contacts to the substrate would allow several issues to be inves-
tigated. The asymmetry created would allow for easier extraction of the carriers
participating in the photocurrent and the capacitance measurements. Under low bias
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conditions, it would also be possible to separately extract electrons and holes from
the structure during optical interrogation, in fact additionally adding a contact to
the underlying substrate may illuminate the origin of several of the unidentified pho-
toluminescence peaks by allowing extraction of generated electron-hole pairs in each
region of the device. Finally, an asymmetric design offers the possibility to greatly
enhancing the high-speed response of the device by collecting generated holes directly
from the hole well instead of through the top contact.
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4. GaAs-Based Nanowire Devices
4.1 GaAs Nanowires
Nanowires offer a platform for both studying the basic physics that govern the
behavior of semiconducting structures, as well as the potential to build highly spe-
cialized electronic devices that react strongly to applied stimuli. By introducing finite
dimensions within the structures that are commensurate with a length scale below
which quantum effects begin to manifest themselves, nanowires can harness a previ-
ously inaccessible set of behaviors for device performance. Nano-structured materials
in general allow for the design and fabrication of devices that can improve upon the
performance of equivalent planar and bulk devices and occasionally introduce entirely
new functionalities not possible at the bulk semiconductor level. Silicon and germa-
nium nanowires have been well studied [90; 91], and an array of other nanowire types
including indium-arsenide, gallium nitride, zinc-oxide and even conducting polymers
[92; 93; 94; 95; 96; 97; 98; 99; 100]. GaAs, despite popularity in bulk devices, has
received considerably less attention in the nanowire field, with respect to the charac-
terization of the electronic properties and design of devices. This has been a factor
of the difficulty of fabrication of contacts and the strong surface effects in GaAs and
GaAs-based materials.
4.1.1 Growth and Optical Characterization
GaAs nanowires can be grown using several different methods including: molecular
beam epitaxy, metal-orgainic chemical vapor deposition, metal-organic vapour phase
epitaxy and chemical vapor deposition [101; 102; 103; 104]. The wires are typically
grown on a GaAs or sapphire substrate using a gold catalyst for growth. These
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Figure 4.1: a) P-type doping results on single GaAs Nanowires [Reprinted with per-
mission from [105]. Copyright 2008, American Institute of Physics] b)Optical re-
sponse of single GaAs Nanowires [Reprinted with permission from [109]. Copyright
2008, American Institute of Physics]
structures have been interrogated extensively using optical techniques with many
groups demonstrating growth of thin and defect free wires [105; 106; 107; 108; 109; 101;
102; 103; 104]. Several research groups have published work on the characterization
and fabrication of doped GaAs nanowire devices. Fig 4.1a shows published work
demonstrating p-type doping of GaAs wires using ion implantation and annealing
[105]. The wires demonstrated high conductance values, comparable to bulk GaAs.
The undoped wires, shown in the inset, demonstrated very small currents, 2nA at 2V
bias for as-grown and 100pA at 2V after annealing, even for 150nm diameter wires.
Another group demonstrated optical absorption in a GaAs nanowire MSM device,
shown in 3.1b. The wire was p-type doped during growth. The device was fabricated
using dielectrophoresis and focused ion beam deposition. The measurements indicated
a strong photoresponse when the wire was illuminated near the contact. The use of
focused ion beam deposition on the wire has been shown afterwards to greatly affect
the wires behavior, making it even more p-type across the wire, even when the beam
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is not incident on the wire [110].
A few other papers have also been published on GaAs nanowire devices, including
the creation of a MESFET device [108] and other optical detectors [111]. Several
groups have also fabricated top-down wires by etching bulk substrates in narrow
channels [112]. Ideally in bulk devices, detectors are usually made with a region that
is undoped, or unintentionally doped. Doping increases the carriers present in the
material before any stimulation has been applied, decreasing the possible percentage
change of conductivity. The signal is typically measured as a change in current under
an applied voltage with incident light or other stimulation.
A high performance detector device should incorporate a undoped or low doping
absorption area, to minimize noise and dark current. To date, no intrinsic GaAs
nanowire devices with a thin diameter (¡ 50nm) have been reported. The reason for
this is the difficulty in fabricating an ohmic contact to such a structure and controlling
the surface states. Here we will present the results of designing and implementing
ohmic contacts to intrinsic (or unintentionally doped) GaAs nanowires. Several dif-
ferent contact recipes were tested and the results presented. These recipes are then
compared and the photoresponse measured. In some cases the devices were also gated
to extract effective mobilities.
4.2 Growth and Characterization
The wires for this work were grown on GaAs substrates using gold nanoparticles
and metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy at 400C. The ratio of column III (gallium and
aluminum) to column V (arsenic) precursor gases during growth appeared to influence
the level of unintentional dopants present in the wire. Full details of the growth of
wires can be found in [113]. The wires were 2.3-5.4um long and had diameters of 70-
80nm with very little tapering. Fig 4.2 contains 3 separate images for the as-grown
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Figure 4.2: a) Scanning electron microscope secondary electron image of as-grown
wires b)Back-scattered image of the as-grown wires c)Transmission electron micro-
scope image of the interface between the gold catalyst and nanowire
wires. Fig 4.2a is an secondary electron image showing a large area of the as-grown
chip, b) is a backscattered images revealing the gold catalysts (white dots) remaining
at the end of the wires. Fig 4.2c is a transmission electron microscope(TEM) image
revealing the interface with the catalyst, of interest is the thick oxide shell present on
the wire.
4.3 Device Fabrication
Nanowires were sonicated off of the as-grown substrate and suspended in isopropyl
alcohol. The sonication times varied from 1 second up to 15 seconds depending on
the density of the growth chip. From this suspension, the nanowires were dispersed
onto silicon dioxide/silicon substrates pre-patterned with alignment marks and bond
pads. The silicon dioxide was thermally grown and 200nm thick, the underlying sil-
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icon was degenerately doped p-type to be highly conductive. The isopropyl alcohol
solvent is evaporated off, leaving a dispersion of nanowires covering the substrate.
Fig 4.3 shows an scanning electron microscope image of wires dispersed and lying on
the substrate in an alignment mark box. Using an scanning electron microscope, the
wires are then located and imaged in relation to the alignment marks. Using these
images, patterns for electrodes are then generated. The sample is coated in a tri-
layer poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) resist structure, each layer consisting of a
different molecular weight solution (950K/100K/950K) for patterning. The tri-layer
PMMA is used to create sharp sidewalls on the deposited metal electrodes by utilizing
the different development rates of different molecular weight mixtures. The center
layer, 100K PMMA, develops at a higher rate, leaving a notch in the resist sidewall
after development and preventing the deposition of a continuous metal layer on the
resist sidewall. After coating and a 30 minute bake out at 170◦C, the samples are
then electron beam patterned using the Nano Pattern Generation System (NPGS).
NPGS automates the process of aligned patterning of the samples by allowing the
user to open up and image small windows on the alignment marks and registering the
patterns to the imaged marks. With this system we are able to achieve an alignment
accuracy near 100nm. The samples are patterned, typically at a beam current of 50pA
and dosage of 250µC/cm2. The patterns are then developed in an Methyl isobutyl
ketone:isopropyl alcohol mixture (1:3) for 70 seconds, rinsed in isopropyl alcohol for
20 seconds, blown dry with nitrogen gas and finally de-scummed in oxygen plasma for
5 seconds to remove any residual resist. Just prior to placing the samples in the evap-
orator, the native oxide is removed in an hydrocholoric acid:deionized water solution
(1:1). Metal deposition is done in an electron beam evaporator at a pressure of 5∗10−6
Torr (6 ∗ 10−4 Pa)or below. Each metal is deposited sequentially without breaking
vacuum in the chamber. Deposition rates are typically in the 0.5 to 1nm/sec range
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Figure 4.3: Scanning electron microscope image of wires dispersed on alignment marks
for contacting
depending on the material, as measured with a quartz crystal balance. After depo-
sition the substrates are placed in acetone for lift-off removal of the unwanted metal
and resist and finally cleaned in oxygen plasma for 30 sec to remove all residual resist
and organics. The samples are placed in the Lakeshore Cryogenics Probe Station, as
described in Chapter 2. The fabrication had two goals in creating contacts to the
nanowires: ohmic contacts and stable Schottky contacts. Ohmic contacts were used
to investigate the conductivity of the wires and other intrinsic properties. Schottky
contacts were intended to replicate the Schottky metal-semiconductor-metal photode-
tectors discussed in the previous chapter. Schottky contacts would be expected to
provide a very low dark current on these materials and provide a strong light response
as seen in bulk devices of similar structure It was proposed by the growers of GaAs
nanowires that they may be lightly p-type due to unintentional carbon doping during
growth. This carbon doping originates from the precursor gases used and is typically
in the 1014to1015/cm3 range for bulk growth of GaAs. This low carrier concentration
presents an obstacle to contacting these wires, as ohmic contact to undoped GaAs is
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difficult and not frequently reported in the literature. In typical devices, ohmic con-
tacts are made using intentionally doped materials, this doping lowers barriers seen
at the contact and aids in creating a ohmic contact. In standard ohmic contacts to
GaAs, a metal layer is deposited that includes a dopant material, such as Ge. After
deposition the device is annealed, usually between 350-500C. The annealing causes a
reaction at the interface that can allow the dopant atom to diffuse into the material,
creating a highly doped layer near the contact. This formation is assisted when the
underlying material is already highly doped. Different dopant materials are used for
different contact types, germanium for instance is an n-type dopant and zinc can be
used as a p-type dopant. The issue of ohmic contacts to GaAs continues to receive
considerable attention from research groups, as it is a difficult and highly variable
process. The mechanisms governing the formation of these ohmic contacts is also
not completely understood and continues to be an ongoing research. Published work
tends to report on recipe results as opposed to an in-depth exploration of the physics
behind the contact formation.
For conventional GaAs devices the industry standard for ohmic contact to GaAs is
nickel/germanium/gold based contacts, with the sequence of materials starting with
nickel making contact with the GaAs material first, though ratios of the materials
appear to be of greater importance than deposition sequence [114]. In the forma-
tion of this ohmic contact the sample is annealed and the germanium spikes into the
substrate at different points creating a strong ohmic connection to the underlying
material. This recipe has produced the best and most reliable results for GaAs de-
vices for the past few decades. The formation mechanism for ohmic contacts when
applied to nanowires is very problematic in nanowire systems. In bulk devices the
ohmic contact is actually an inhomogeneous mix of ohmic points and non-ohmic ar-
eas. The resulting ohmic contact is an average of all the points on the electrode and
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Figure 4.4: Scanning electron microscope image of nanowires contacted
with a)nickel/germanium/gold b)palladium/zinc/palladium/titanium/gold. The
nickel/germanium/gold contacts contain spots where the complexes needed for ohmic
contact formation have formed, while the palladium/zinc/palladium/titanium/gold
contacts become grainy, with a more uniform formation of palladium complexes within
the annealed leads
is dominated by the small area that is actually making good contact. For nanowires,
the small contact area and the size of the germanium spikes formed largely prevent
ohmic points from being formed on the nanowire itself. In order for the contact to
work a spiking region must form on either end of the wire, which has a very a low
probability of occuring. Fig 4.4a shows a nanowire with these nickel/germanium/gold
contacts after annealing. The small darker spots on the leads are the spike points
where the nickel/germanium/gold has formed the complexes necessary for formation
of an ohmic area. (Note that these leads are on silicon dioxide and no spiking occurs
but the spots represent where the contact materials have combined in such a way
that would form spikes on materials where the germanium was able to diffuse into
the substrate). Of interest is the small percentage of area covered by these regions,
limiting the probability of formation on either end of the nanowire. An alterna-
tive to the nickel/germinium/gold contact recipe is using palladium-based contacts
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[115; 116; 117; 118; 119; 120; 121; 122; 123; 124; 125; 126]. The formation mechanism
in palladium based contacts to GaAs is very different than for nickel/germanium/gold
contact formation. The palladium reacts with the GaAs surface forming a PdxGaAs
compound at low temperature. These compounds are not stable at higher tempera-
tures and above 400C the PdxGaAs compound is consumed by the reaction between
palladium and the included dopant material. The process removes the palladium,
leaving the GaAs it reacted with originally. Once the palladium is fully consumed,
the remaining dopant can regrow at the surface or diffuse into the defects created
by the PdxGaAs formation or both. The presence of hydrogen can assist in the re-
moval of oxygen on the surface by also reacting with the palladium. Depending on
the dopant material used, palladium can either facilitate shallow diffusion into the
underlying material by initiating defects in the crystal or it can facilitate regrowth of
that material on the surface. In every case, the ohmic reaction and formation of the
necessary complexes takes place more uniformly across the contact regions. Fig ??b
shows a nanowire contacted using palladium/zinc. The grain size of the post-anneal
contact is visible but no segregation is seen of the compounds formed, as was the case
for nickel/germanium/gold.
Fig 4.5 shows an transmission electron microscope image of a palladium/germanium
contact on GaAs. In this case, the palladium and germanium mix creating a palladium-
germanium compound. Once the palladium is exhausted, the remaining germanium
regrows epitaxially on the surface of the GaAs, creating a small bandgap capping
layer [116]. This new regrown layer present a significantly smaller barrier for carriers
to overcome. Some of the germanium will also diffuse into the GaAs to create an
additional shallow dopants. In the nickel/germanium/gold system the ohmic con-
tacts were exclusively n-type, the palladium/germanium system can create a contact
that has a lower barrier for both carriers if a significant amount of germanium does
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Figure 4.5: Transmission electron microscope image of regrown germanium at
palladium/germanium-GaAs interface [116]
not diffuse into the underlying area. The germanium regrowth reduces the barrier to
both electrons and holes, allowing electrons and holes to move through the contact
with less energy. Fig 4.6 shows an scanning electron microscope image of completed
devices.
Three separate recipes were used, two ohmic and one Schottky. The ohmic dopants
were chosen as zinc for p-type and germanium for n-type. For the schottky devices
a combination of palladium/titanium were used. It is expected that the palladium
will improve the interface by removing the native oxide and the titanium provides a
strong and stable Schottky contact to GaAs.
The wires are expected to be lightly p-type due to unintentional doping during
growth, it is expected that palladium/zinc contacts should make the best contacts to
the wires. The devices were fabricated as described earlier with a metal contact layer
of palladium/zinc/palladium/titanium/gold. The initial palladium layer thickness
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Figure 4.6: Scanning electron microscope image of GaAs nanowires contacted with
palladium/zinc based contacts. The darker layer visible beneath the brighter upper
gold layer is the palladium/zinc material
was varied, while the zinc layer and second palladium layer were 20nm thick each.
The titanium layer, 10nm thick, serves to isolate the top gold layer from the underlying
palladium/zinc and prevent intermixing. At high temperatures gold can also form a
complex with GaAs that can change the resulting contact behavior. The final gold cap
was typically 150nm to ensure that that no breaks or discontinuities occur between
the contact on the wire and the surrounding metal electrode.
4.4 Electrical Characterization
Fig 4.7 shows the results from wires with a 10nm thick palladium initial layer.
The devices were rapid thermal annealed in forming gas, hydrogen:nitrogen (5:95),
for thirty seconds at 400◦C. The samples were allowed to cool and then placed in the
probe station. Eight wires devices were fabricated on the chip, seven of which were
functional. The devices were measured in at a vacuum level of 10−6 Torr (1.3 ∗ 10−4
Pa) and 300K. The resulting IV traces are primarily linear, with a slightly increasing
slope as voltage is increased. The observed conductance values vary almost two orders
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Figure 4.7: IV traces from GaAs nanowire contacted with palla-
dium/zinc/palladium/titanium/gold contacts
of magnitude for wires fabricated on the same chip.
4.4.1 Figures of Merit
In order to extract more quantitative information from the current-voltage traces,
a system of extraction for figures of merit was developed, the basics of which are
shown in Fig 4.8. The slope between the bias of two and three volts was used to
calculate conductivity and resistance values using a best fit line, the x-intercept was
used as a measure of linearity of the traces, with a larger value of the x-intercept
indicating a trace with increasing slope, while a negative value indicates a trace with
decreasing slope. Conductivity was calculated treating the wire as a simple resistor.
This system allows the evaluation to account for nanowire length and diameter. The
peak current is defined as the current at three volts bias. All measurements reported
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Figure 4.8: Diagram of the origins of figures of merit. Resistance is the inverse slope
between 2 and 3V bias, offset is the x-intercept of the best fit line in this region
are two terminal measurements. Four-terminal measurements have limited meaning
and usefulness at the nano-scale. The reason for this is outside the scope of the work
but more information can be found in [37]. The contact resistances are also neglected
due to the very large overall resistance. The reported figures of merit should not be
taken as true values of resistance but as a means to quantitatively compare the results
from different devices.
4.4.2 Recipe Comparison
Initially three separate contact recipes were attempted on the GaAs nanowires, an
additional recipe that combined the first two was then added. All the recipes were an-
nealed in a rapid thermal annealler in forming gas, hydrogen:nitrogen (5:95). Recipes
using palladium/zinc, palladium/germanium, palladium/zinc/germanium and palla-
dium/titanium were all fabricated and tested. For these palladium/zinc devices,
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Figure 4.9: Calulated Parameters for different recipes a) Resistance b)Peak Current
c)Conductance
an initial layer of 3nm of palladium was used, the anneal was done for 20 sec at
400C. For the palladium/germanium contacts the contact recipe was, starting from
nanowire surface: 10nm palladium/40nm germanium/10nm palladium/10nm of ti-
tanium/150nm gold. The titanium and gold serve the same function as with the
palladium contacts. These devices were also annealed for 20 sec at 400C. For the pal-
ladium/zinc/germanium contacts the recipe was 10nm palladium/10nm zinc/20nm
palladium/115nm germanium/45nm titanium/100nm gold. Devices in this set were
annealed at 400 and 425C for 30 sec with no noticeable difference attributable to an-
neal temperature. The final set was palladium/titanium with 10nm palladium/40nm
titanium/40nm palladium/10nm titanium/150nm gold. These devices were annealed
at 425C for 60 seconds. Fig 4.9 shows the resulting figures of merit extracted for
each wire in each contact recipe. The palladium/titanium recipe showed the smallest
currents, hundreds of femtoamps, and highest resistances, tens of gigaohms. The pal-
ladium/germanium contacts were the most consistent and provided the highest yield
of functional devices. The palladium/zinc/germanium contacted devices showed the
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best and worst results in terms of conductivity and resistance for the ohmic contacts.
The palladium/zinc/germanium contacts attempt to make use of the benefits of both
the zinc doping created in the palladium/zinc contacts as well as the germanium
regrowth layer to lower the initial barrier seen by carriers. Interestingly, all three
types of ohmic contacts provided strong but inconsistent results, with an order of
magnitude difference in calculated conductivity after the diameter and length of each
nanowire device had been accounted for. Ohmic contacts to undoped GaAs wires has
not been reported in the literature to date.
To investigate further the initial palladium layer in the zinc based contacts was
varied in thickness to attempt to optimize the contact recipe. Annealing temperature
experiments were also conducted, with all results conclusively indicating the best
annealing temperature to be near 400C for all ohmic recipes studied.
Additionally, samples annealed at 300C demonstrated ohmic response with smaller
overall currents. A comparison of conductance before and after the 300C annealing
revealed no significant change in current magnitude but the process created traces
with significantly less hysteresis and noise. This same results was observed on con-
tacted bulk GaAs as well. Annealing longer than four minutes at 300C resulted in a
drop in conductance in both the nanowires and bulk devices as well.
4.4.3 Palladium Thickness Optimization
Published research on palladium based contacts has shown a strong dependence
of the contact resistance on the thickness off the underlying palladium layer. This
layer must be thick enough to react with the underlying GaAs and native oxide but
thin enough to allow the dopant material to move though to the surface. Fig 4.10
shows a comparison of the calculated resistance, conductance and peak current values
for four different palladium thicknesses. Again the results show some indication that
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Figure 4.10: Extracted parameters for palladium/zinc devices with varying palladium
thickness a)Conductivity b)Peak Current c) Resistance
the thicker palladium layers provide better contacts but the results continued to be
fairly inconsistent with an order of magnitude difference in conductivity for a wire
contacted in the same process run.
Several samples were annealed in stages in order to extract the best annealing
time for the devices. Fig 4.11 shows the results from two wire sets contacted with
the zinc recipe and an initial layer of 5nm of palladium. It appears that the contacts
remain fairly stable with annealing longer than 20 secs, with 30 seconds yielding the
most consistent results.
4.5 Light Response
GaAs is a popular material for optical detectors due to its band gap just below
the optical range (room temperature band gap of 1.42eV) and its high electron mobil-
ity. GaAs photodetectors offer the possibility of high speed, high resolution imaging
arrays. Several research groups have demonstrated the viability of nanowire based
detectors, including GaAs nanowire optical detectors [127; 99]. These devices offer
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Figure 4.11: Conductivity of devices at different annealing stages for palladium/zinc
contacted wires, palladium thickness is 5nm
several interesting applications such as on-chip optical interconnects. The ability to
fabricate devices on a low leakage insulator also offers the possibility to remove many
of the negative effects created by substrates in planar devices.
Following contact characterization, we then investigated the optical response of
these wires. The source used was a broad spectrum lamp operating at 150W and
diffused. Again the measurements were done under a vacuum level of 10−6 Torr
(1.3 ∗ 10−4 Pa) and at 300K.
Fig 4.12 shows the comparison of the four recipes under light and in dark. The
plots provide the ratios of the light current-voltage parameters to the dark current-
voltage parameters. We see that where palladium/titanium had the lowest conduc-
tance in dark, it has the highest responsivity under light, with a maximum increase
of conductance of 600%. The ohmically contacted wires show a ratio between one
and two for conductance and less than a two-fold increase in peak current
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Figure 4.12: Light response parameters in wires contacted with different elec-
trode recipes. Each parameter is a ratio of the value under light/value in dark.
a)Conductivity b)Resistance c)Peak Current
4.6 Gate Response
Despite reporting on MSM devices, we can use a third terminal to extract some
important parameters as far as the behavior of the nanowires. By using the substrate
to gate the wires, we can clearly see that they are initially p-type. Gating across the
200nm silicon dioxide dielectric does not provide strong coupling but it can provide
some information on the carriers within the device. We use a standard method to
extract the mobility of carriers within the wire, with the understanding that this
value is not a real measure of the mobility but more a good figure of merit to describe
the gating effect that accounts for the nanowire diameter and length in the analysis.
A simple analysis of the transconductance can provide information on the carrier
mobility in the wire using the following:
Cox =
2piorL
cosh−1( r+tox
r
)
andµ =
dIds
dVgs
L2
Cox
1
Vds
(4.1)
where L is the device length, tox is the oxide thickness, r is the nanowire radius
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Figure 4.13: Gating Parameters for different recipes
[90]. This will not provide a true mobility in our case, it does not
account for surface states or many other complicating factors and has in fact been
shown to only be a rough estimate of the mobility even in systems lending themselves
to its use [128]. Fig 4.13 shows a plot of the calculated mobility and transconduc-
tance vs recipe. Here, the palladium/titanium shows smaller transconductance values
providing more evidence that the device is a Schottky contacted MSM since the con-
tacts dominate and the channel carrier concentration affects the conductance to a
much smaller extent than with ohmic contacts. Ohmic wires have transconductances
around 10−12 Amps/Volt and calculated mobilities between 10−4 cm2/V − s, both
very low values for these metrics. This plots show that the 10nm palladium/zinc
contacts show a more consistent result in vacuum. However the final column in the
plots is these same devices measured in atmosphere. In the next section, the second
limiting factor in device fabrication will be explored. The large surface to volume
ratio of these nanowires makes them particularly susceptible to defects and energy
states created by dangling bonds at the surface. GaAs is well known to suffer greatly
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due to these states in bulk devices. Controlling these states present a significant
obstacle to the creation of high performance devices using nanowires.
4.7 Surface Effects
At this stage, an ohmic contact appears to have been fabricated on the GaAs
nanowires. The contacts are fairly stable in temperature and air and only small
differences can be extracted due to variations in palladium thickness, dopant material
and anneal time. Anneal temperature however has shown itself to greatly affect the
results, with devices annealed over 425C yielding primarily non-conducting wires.
Wires were also annealed as low as 300C for several minutes with good results. To
understand the source of the inconsistent results, we can examine other possible
sources of differences in the nanowire devices. It is well known that surface effects can
have a strong effect on device performance [129; 106; 130]. Researchers have studied
the GaAs surface carefully and identified several compounds that can exist such as
gallium oxide in different forms and arsenic oxides. The large surface to volume ratio
of the wires makes them very susceptible to these surface contaminants. Initially
the devices were measured in atmosphere to observe any possible differences with
their behavior under vacuum. The motivation being that changing the surrounding
atmosphere can drastically change the surface makeup and provide an indication of
the effect it may be having. Surface depletion can extend deep into a undoped GaAs
semiconductor. A simple calculation using:
R =
L
qpµppi(r − d)2whered =
√
2orVs
qNa
(4.2)
Shows that a slight offset of the pinned Fermi level value at the surface can deplete
almost the entire wire. It has also been shown that due to the nanoscale nature of
the surface, nanowires can have a critical radius that depletes the entire wire prior to
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Figure 4.14: a) Device current as a function of gate voltage under different atmo-
spheric conditions on a palladium/zinc contacted wires b) Simple comparison of gat-
ing of a nanowire under vacuum and in atmospheric conditions
the calculated depletion length reaching the radius [131].
Fig 4.14 shows a sequence of current vs gate voltage traces taken first in vacuum,
then in atmospheric conditions and then again in vacuum conditions. The results
show the strong effect that the surface and surrounding environment can have on the
nanowire devices electrical properties. The peak current drops to less than half of
its value in vacuum when exposed to air. Even more interesting is that a return to
vacuum does not return the trace to its original levels and in fact the trace continued
to decline. Characterization done several days later on this device, after remaining
in vacuum the entire time, saw the currents increase once again. Fig 4.14b shows
another nanowire’s response in vacuum and atmosphere, what is interesting is the
increased transconductance in air, an unexpected result for these devices based on
measurements of other nanoscale devices. The surface issues present a serious problem
to the ability to fabricate GaAs nanowire devices that perform consistently, they do
however demonstrate strongly that these devices have strong possibilities in the world
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of particle and pathogen detection.
4.7.1 Passivation
A method to further test the surface effects is to attempt to passivate the surface
of the nanowire to prevent pinning by native oxides and other deposited material. The
most common used passivation in GaAs is ammonium sulfide. Soaking in the am-
monium sulfide solution removes the native oxide and replaces the oxygen molecules
with sulfur atoms. The sulfur-gallium and sulfur-arsenic bonds coat the surface and
unpin the Fermi level [132; 133; 134; 135; 136; 137]. This method has already been
seen to be beneficial in indium-arsenide nanowires [138]. In order to test this tech-
nique, nanowire devices were passivated post fabrication and immediately tested to
examine the effects of the passivation. The ohmic contacts presented react strongly
with ammonium, so a new set of devices using only titanium/gold were fabricated to
test the effects of sulfur. The samples were tested prior to passivation and after. As a
test, the devices were also annealed at 400C in nitrogen to ensure that the annealing
step in the passivation did not affect the contacts. The initial anneal showed only
small changes in the current-voltage characteristics of the devices. The passivation
was performed using 10% ammonium sulfide in water, several grams of elemental
sulfur were added to the solution to saturate it. The solution was mixed at 40C and
then filtered to remove the precipitate that forms from some of the excess sulfur.
The nanowire devices were then dipped in an oxide removing solution of ammonium
for 15 seconds and immediately placed in the passivation solution at 40C and under
lamp light. The heat and lamp light are known to assist in the surface reaction by
creating carriers within the material. The sample is soaked for 10 minutes, rinsed in
deionized water and blown dry with nitrogen. To complete the reaction, the sample
is then annealed for 20 sec at 400C in nitrogen. The anneal is used to harden the
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passivation. Temperatures of 400C and above are known to transfer the sulfur bonds
from arsenic to gallium and remove the elemental arsenic from the surface, leaving a
stronger coating of gallium-sulfide material. After annealing, the device is measured
in atmosphere. Fig 3.15 shows the results of the passivation on a representative wire.
The bottom two traces show the same device before passivation measured in vacuum
and in atmosphere. The top trace is the result of passivation. The passivation in-
creased the peak current by almost one hundred times. This result also remained
for several days after the passivation was complete. All wires passivated showed an
increase in conductivity. However, the traces while much larger, also become consid-
erably noisier and inconsistent. These results have also been seen in palladium/zinc
based contacts but with more varied results. Charging effects could also be seen as
hysteresis developed between the increasing voltage and decreasing voltage traces.
The effect of the passivation on the contacts is relatively unknown and ideally the
nanowires would be passivated prior to device fabrication. There are several levels of
complications to accomplishing this however. The preliminary results make the goal
of developing a recipe that allows pre-passivation that does not deteriorate over time
an attractive one for GaAs nanowires.
4.8 Core-Shell Nanowires
The sulfur passivation provides an excellent method to passivate the surface and
remove the effects of surface depletion. An even stronger method is the growth of a
passivation layer in the form of aluminum gallium arsenide (AlGaAs) creating a core-
shell wire material. An AlGaAs layer can serve to remove the depletion formed by the
surface and also to confine carriers to the core. It also creates a heterostructured wire,
with the possibility of enjoying many of the benefits seen in bulk devices. Core-shell
wire devices have been reported on extensively in the literature [139; 140; 107; 96; 97;
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Figure 4.15: IV traces under in vacuum, in atmosphere and post passivation treatment
in atmosphere on a titanium/gold contacted nanowire
141; 142]. Some of these devices have shown ballistic conduction and demonstrated
transistor properties comparable to some of the best performing bulk devices. In the
case of AlGaAs/GaAs wires, there is again a large published body of work on the
photoluminescence properties but little work on using these structures as devices.
Here we will attempt to apply the same techniques used on the GaAs wires to the
core shell wires in hopes of improving the light responsivity and electrical properties
of nanowire devices. Previous GaAs based core-shell electrical investigations have
centered on creating p-type:intrinsic:n-type structures in GaAs, with an n-doped core,
an intrinsic inner shell and a p-type outer shell. This device have been demonstrated
as a strong photodetectors [111]. The core-shell nanowires described here were grown
in the same manner as the GaAs nanowires described previously [143]. The shell is
grown by standard metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy on the GaAs nanowires as
described previously at 650C. The resulting nanowires have a GaAs core of 50 60nm
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Figure 4.16: Diagram of core shell nanowire structure
in diameter with an AlGaAs shell with thickness 50 60nm and a thin GaAs capping
layer of 5 10nm to prevent oxidation of the AlGaAs and defect formation in the core
as shown in Fig 4.16. Fig 4.17 shows transmission electron microscope image of the
core shell wires taken. The aluminum content is the shell is estimated at 30%
Devices made using the core-shell nanowires were fabricated with the same meth-
ods outlined for GaAs nanowires. The contact recipes were kept the same and anneal-
ing conditions were also maintained. For some samples, described later the nanowire
shell was patterned etched prior to metal deposition in order to remove the cap-
ping layer and a portion of the shell. This was done using a mild piranha etch of
H2SO4/H2O2/H2O (1:8:1000) providing an easily controllable slow etch rate. After
calibration of the etch, the rate was determined to be about 60-80nm/min and
the etched wires were etched for 30 sec to partially remove the cap and shell. The
etch solution operates by creating an oxide using the hydrogen peroxide and then
removing it with the sulfuric acid. For this reason the wires are still dipped in oxide
removing solution just prior to metal deposition, since the etching solution leaves an
oxide layer on the etched region.
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Figure 4.17: Transmission electron microscope images of core shell nanowires
4.8.1 Unetched Core-Shell Devices
Fig 4.18 shows the results of contacting the coreshell nanowires with the different
recipes used in the GaAs nanowire devices. For these devices the unetched palla-
dium/zinc contacts showed considerably more consistent results, with peak currents
at three volts in the picoamp range and resistances again near one gigaohm. The
resistances for the palladium/germanium contacted wires were consistently higher,
possibly owing to the larger bandgap of the AlGaAs shell. The palladium/titanium
and etched palladium/zinc devices showed very low dark currents.
4.8.2 Light Response
Core-shell nanowires offer many of the benefits for light detection mentioned in
Chapter 2 and have already shown themselves to be excellent candidates for a wide
array of high performance detectors [144; 142; 145] Fig ?? plots the light response ra-
tios for the core shell devices. Here we see a considerable increase in the light response
of the devices. It must be considered that the incident light contains wavelengths that
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Figure 4.18: Extracted parameters for core-shell nanowires contacted by different
electrode recipes
Figure 4.19: Light response parameters for core shell nanowires, all plots are of the
ratio of the value under light/value in dark
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will also be absorbed by the AlGaAs layer, so part of the improved light response can
simply be attributed to an increase in the absorbing area with the addition of the
AlGaAs shell. This factor can account for the somewhat improved response of the un-
etched palladium/zinc and the palladium/germanium devices but not the tremendous
increase in responsivity seen in the palladium/titanium and etched palladium/zinc
devices. The palladium/titanium devices show a change of conductivity in the range
of thirty times the dark value. The etched palladium/zinc devices, while very in-
consistent show peak values larger than 500 times dark current under light. The
difference in the etched and unetched palladium/zinc contacts is striking and worthy
of further discussion. Current-voltage traces of the palladium/titanium devices in
light demonstrated two distinct behaviors, with representative traces shown in Fig
4.20. In a) we see what might be the expected result from a typical bulk schottky
contacted AlGaAs/GaAs detector, in fact the voltage knee seen is close to 2V, the
same as that seen in the 2DEHG devices discussed previously. In the b) we see a
much more surprising effect, negative differential resistance. This effect was clearly
seen in two of the devices with palladium/titanium contacts and investigations into
its origins are ongoing. These devices show
promising results and possibilities for use as high speed photodetectors similar to
the devices presented in Chapter 2. The nanowire devices have several advantages
over bulk devices. With no substrate, the long tail often generated by carriers gener-
ated deep within the material would be eliminated. The nanowires could also easily
be placed on top of a Bragg reflector and also be encased in an anti-reflecting coating
for both improved absorption and passivation and protection of the surface of the ma-
terial. The devices also demonstrate a strong effect associated with the surrounding
environment, with conductance values changing with changes in the pressure at which
they are measured. Substrate gating was also performed on the Core Shell wires, with
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Figure 4.20: Representative current-voltage traces of palladium/titanium contacted
core shell wires in dark and under light
Figure 4.21: Transconductance extracted from core shell nanowires of different contact
recipes
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the unetched palladium/zinc contacts again showing the highest transconductance,
in the low 10-13A/V range, as shown in Fig 4.21. The etched palladium/zinc showed
only a slight gate dependence, similar to the palladium/titanium contacts on GaAs.
4.8.3 Etched Devices
The etching was intended to remove the GaAs cap and some of the underlying shell
to place the contact closer to the core and allow zinc diffusion to move through the
AlGaAs and into the core, creating an ohmic contact. The result obtained was quite
different than that expected. The devices showed a very small, at times unmeasurable
dark current and a large photoresponse. The reason for this behavior is still being
explored but there are several possibilities to consider. The simplest is that the GaAs
cap provides a lower barrier for carriers to enter the wire and conduction may take
place in the cap layer or carriers may then move into the core. When the cap is
etched, the larger barrier created by the AlGaAs blocks carriers. This explanation
while possible, must assume that conduction takes place in the GaAs cap which
passivation experiments indicate should be strongly depleted. The growth of the
AlGaAs shell is done at several different precursor pressures. It has been shown
with optical characterization, that the ratio of III-V precursor present during growth
can change the observed photoluminescence spectra obtained from the wires. Our
collaborators have proposed that silicon contaminants in the aluminum precursor can
dope the shell n-type when the III-V precursor ratio is low, creating
an n-type AlGaAs shell. Assuming this is true, when the palladium/zinc con-
tacts are placed on the etched wire, the zinc that diffuses into the shell will begin to
compensate dope the shell and reduce its conductivity instead of increasing it. This
possibility may explain the behavior observed, the zinc compensates the unintentional
dopants and the palladium then acts as a Schottky contact to low conductivity Al-
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Figure 4.22: Representative current-voltage traces in dark and under light of core shell
nanowires contacted with palladium/zinc contacts and cap etched prior to contact
deposition
GaAs. Fig 4.22 shows a set of etched core shell current-voltage traces in dark and
under light. There is a wide variety of behaviors, as seen in the conductivity and
resistance plots earlier. Trace a) shows similar behavior to an unetched core shell
nanowire. The remaining traces show behavior more similar to the unetched palla-
dium/titanium devices. Several traces exhibit the negative differential resistance also
seen in the palladium/titanium contacts. This result has proven to be repeatable with
several chips of similar nanowires fabricated in the same manner and demonstrating
similar results. In order to understand the behavior of these devices more completely
local excitation techniques are being used to study the potential profile within the
wire.
4.8.4 Ambipolar Transport in a Core-Shell Nanowire
The unetched palladium/zinc core shell nanowires were patterned with hafnium
oxide dielectric to add strong coupled gates to the devices [146; 147]. The hafnium
oxide was deposited using low temperature atomic layer deposition in a Cambridge
Nanotech system. The gate electrodes were patterned to overlap the contacts slightly
to provide gating to the entire wire. Fig 4.23 shows the patterned dielectric material
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Figure 4.23: Scanning electron microscope image of hafnium oxide deposited as gate
dielectric on core-shell nanowire devices
after lift-off. The low temperature process allows the use of PMMA to pre-pattern
the substrate prior to deposition. Lift-off is done in acetone. The gate metal is
titanium/gold. Ambipolar gating in wide bandgap material is unusual. The gate
coupling must be strong enough to move the Fermi level from slightly p-type to n-
type. The transconductance for this device in the p-type region is 8.53 ∗ 10−13A/V
and in the n-type region is 5.86 ∗ 10−13A/V. These results are preliminary and work
continues on fabricating these three terminal devices to test these nanowires as high
performance transistors, similar to high electron mobility transistors devices in bulk.
4.9 Future Work
To further improve these devices, methods of passivation and encapsulation are
being developed to control the surface state of the wire. A candidate technique for
this is using a combination of silicon dioxide and hafnium oxide. This would allow
optimization of the device, prevent surface level pinning and ease the optimization of
device contact recipes. The devices are also being further characterized using local
excitation techniques such as scanning gate measurements and electron beam induced
current [94; 148; 149; 150]. Utilizing the same capacitance-voltage characterization
techniques shown in Chapter 2 is also a powerful tool for gaining insight into the
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Figure 4.24: Device current as a function of gate voltage for hafnium oxide coated
core shell nanowire at 3V electrode bias
nanowire properties and has been accomplished on nanowires in recently published
work [151].
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5. Conclusions and Contributions
The exploration into the two included GaAs-based material systems in the context
of devices, particularly optical detectors revealed many important and useful features
for future designs.
5.1 Two-dimensional Electron-Hole Gas Devices
The two dimensional electron hole gas was successfully implemented into an MSM
optical detector with performance superior to single well devices demonstrated previ-
ously. The combination of the underlying Bragg reflector and the dual quantum well
structure successfully eliminated the long tail in the high speed optical response that
had plagued previous high speed devices. The devices also demonstrated a high wave-
length selectivity and linear operation at larger incident powers. The Bragg devices
in particular had very low dark current, generating a large signal to noise ratio.
Aside from demonstrating excellent properties for a high speed photodetector, the
material also shows potential to be a useful varactor. The unique and interesting low
frequency response of the devices showed a dual plateau structure, potentially allowing
higher precision in switching capacitance. The development of ’wings’ under large
incident intensities was evidence that the channel itself can participate in capacitance,
which is typically determined solely by the contact and the area directly beneath.
Photoluminescence measurements revealed a rich and complex potential landscape
within the material. A strong, Bragg enhanced photoluminescence peak emitted from
the substrate with an underlying Bragg reflector was observed. The results also con-
firmed the simulated band diagram, establishing that the layered structure designed
produced the desired results. Several peaks emerged from the photoluminescence data
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that are as yet unidentified. These unidentified peaks demonstrated a very low tem-
perature dependence, a feature not often seen in semiconductor photoluminescence.
The optical interrogation also revealed the possible role that diffusion may play in
the behavior of devices. The dual quantum well structure offers an excellent environ-
ment for charge carrier diffusion by providing wells that separate carriers and inhibit
recombination, as well as high mobility channels for carriers to travel in. Large car-
rier buildup at the point of illumination or due to a fabricated interface may create
opportunities for carriers to quickly diffuse away, possibly traveling long distances
before recombining.
5.2 GaAs-based Nanowire Devices
The issues related to fabrication of ohmic contacts were overcome and the first
known ohmic contacts to undoped GaAs nanowires were fabricated. This was accom-
plished by utilizing shallow ohmic contact recipes that were modified and studied to
find the lowest resistance contact reported. Optimization was explored in terms of
contact recipe, ratio of materials in the contacts, annealing temperature and anneal-
ing time. The wires revealed a strong tolerance for post-processing, providing a large
window for producing quality contacts.
Several different recipes were explored, resulting in ohmically contacted wires and
stable Schottky contacts. The Schottky contacted devices revealed a strong light
dependence, providing evidence that these nanowires will make high performance
photodetectors.
The effects of the surface of the nanowires was also explored, demonstrating that
sulfur passivation of the surface of an already contacted device increased the current
almost two orders of magnitude. The devices however had significantly increased
noise levels and large levels of hysteresis in the current-voltage characteristics.
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To further explore and optimize the devices, core-shell nanowires were investi-
gated. The shell serving as a strong passivation layer for the inner GaAs core. These
devices were contacted with the recipes used for the single GaAs nanowires. Several
device configurations were explored, including an attempt to make contact directly
to the core by etching the shell on either end of the nanowire. The strongly blocking
contacts obtained were unexpected, as the palladium/zinc contact had produced the
best ohmic contacts on the bare GaAs wires and on the unetched core-shell wires
as well. Under light however, a large signal was generated. These devices, along
with the wires contacted with palladium/titanium directly on the shell produced a
large photoresponse. Several of the devices also demonstrated negative differential
resistance, a behavior that is presently under investigation.
Finally, the gate response of wires, using hafnium oxide as a gate dielectric, was
investigated. Ohmically contacted core-shell wires showed ambipolar transport in
gate voltage sweeps. This was an unexpected but interesting result. Ambipolar
transport in wide band gap materials is difficult to produce. These results provided
some insight into the internal potential landscape and the density of unintentional
dopants within the wires.
Both material systems explored demonstrated strong potential as viable optical
detectors. The dual well structure holds promise as a monolithically integratable
high speed optical detection, as well as showing potential applications in varactor
devices. Nanowire devices were demonstrated as potential nanoscale optical detectors,
possibly for on-chip optical interconnects. The also demonstrated strong potential for
electronic components when ohmic contacts are fabricated.
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